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Abstract
The numerical studies of dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing in the two-dimensional (2D) and
the 2-leg Hubbard models are reviewed. For this purpose, the results obtained
from the determinantal Quantum Monte Carlo and the Density-Matrix Renormalization-Group calculations are presented. These are calculations which were
motivated by the discovery of the high-Tc cuprates. In this review, the emphasis is
placed on the microscopic many-body processes which are responsible for the
dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations observed in the 2D and the 2-leg Hubbard
models. In order to gain insight into these processes, the results on the e ective
pairing interaction as well as the magnetic, density and the single-particle
excitations will be reviewed. In addition, comparisons will be made with the other
numerical approaches to the Hubbard model and the numerical results on the t±J
model. The results reviewed here indicate that an e ective pairing interaction
which is repulsive at …p; p† momentum transfer, and enhanced single-particle
spectral weight near the …p; 0† and …0; p† points of the Brillouin zone, create
optimum conditions for dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing. These are two e ects which act to
enhance the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations in the Hubbard model. Finding
additional ways is an active research problem.
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1. Introduction
Since the discovery of high-temperatur e superconductivity in the layered cuprates
in 1986 (Bednorz and MuÈller 1986), it has been established that the superconducting
order parameter has the dx2 ¡y2 -wave symmetry in a number of these materials
(Schrie er 1994, Scalapino 1995, van Harlingen 1995, Tsuei and Kirtley 2000). This
is important, because the dx2 ¡y2 -wave symmetry of the order parameter suggests the
possibility of an electronically mediated pairing mechanism. Perhaps, the simplest
model used for modelling the low-energy electronic correlations of the layered
cuprates is the two-dimensional (2D) Hubbard model. Within this context, the
nature of the pairing correlations in the Hubbard model, as well as the nature of its
low-lying electronic excitations, has received considerable attention.
In 1987 Anderson suggested that the 2D Hubbard model is relevant to the
cuprates (Anderson 1987). However, even today questions remain about this model.
In this article, what has been learned about the physical properties of the 2D and the
2-leg Hubbard models from the numerical studies will be reviewed. The emphasis
will be placed on the dx2 ¡y2 pairing correlations seen in these models and their
microscopic origin. The implications of these calculations for the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing
in the high-Tc cuprates is of current interest. In particular, one is interested in
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knowing whether the dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting order could exist in the ground
state of the 2D Hubbard model, and, if it does, whether it would have su cient
strength to explain the superconducting transition temperatures as high as those seen
in the cuprates. There is also much interest in ®nding ways of enhancing the strength
of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations observed in the Hubbard model. Within the
past ®fteen years, the determinantal Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) and the DensityMatrix Renormalization-Grou p (DMRG) techniques have been used to address
these questions. These numerical studies are the subject of this review article.
For the 2D Hubbard model, the QMC data on the magnetic, charge and the
single-particle excitations will be presented. In order to investigate the pairing
correlations, the QMC data on the irreducible particle±particle interaction and the
solutions of the particle±particle Bethe±Salpeter equation will be shown. Using the
DMRG method, the equal-time pair-®eld correlation function has been calculated in
the ground state of the 2-leg Hubbard ladder. These DMRG data along with the
QMC results on the 2-leg ladder will be shown and compared. In addition, these
results will be compared with the numerical studies of the t±J model.
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic drawing of the CuO 2 plane of the cuprates
consisting of the one-electron Cu(3dx2 ¡y2 ) and O(px ; py ) orbitals that give rise to
the band in which the dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting pairs form. In an electronic
model of the CuO2 plane, there would be an onsite Coulomb repulsion at the
Cu(3dx2 ¡y2 ) and the O(px ; py ) orbitals and one-electron hopping matrix elements
between the neighbouring Cu±O and the O±O orbitals as well as longer-range
hoppings and Coulomb interactions. A simpli®ed approach is to use the single-band

Figure 1.1. Schematic drawing of the CuO2 lattice consisting of the one-electron Cu(3dx2 ¡y2 )
and the O(px ; py ) orbitals.
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Hubbard model on the 2D square lattice which has an onsite Coulomb repulsion and
one-electron hopping matrix elements between the nearest-neighbou r sites, as
illustrated in ®gure 1.2 (a). To some extent, this is motivated by the notion that
the non-perturbativ e e ects due to the onsite Coulomb repulsion will dominate at
low temperatures and low energies. Extensive numerical calculations have been
carried out for studying the properties of the one-band 2D Hubbard model. Another
model which has proven useful for studying dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing is the 2-leg Hubbard
ladder illustrated in ®gure 1.2(b). This model has an onsite Coulomb repulsion U and
the intrachain and interchain hopping matrix elements t and t? , respectively. The 2leg Hubbard ladder is an important model where the pairing correlations can be
studied in detail in the ground state for systems with up to 32 rungs. Here, the
numerical results on the 2D and the 2-leg Hubbard models will be used to discuss the
nature of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing found in the CuO2 layers of the high-Tc cuprates.
The Hubbard model was introduced for describing the Coulomb correlation
e ects in the d-bands of the transition metals, which show both band-like and
atomic-like behaviour (Hubbard 1963). The Hubbard Hamiltonian has a one-body
kinetic term and an interaction term which represents the onsite Coulomb repulsion
when two electrons occupy the same orbital. In spite of studies covering four
decades, questions remain about the Hubbard model. In two dimensions, the
Hubbard Hamiltonian with only nearest-neighbo r hopping is given by
X y
X
X
…ci¼ cj¼ ‡ cyj¼ ci¼ † ‡ U
…1:1†
H ˆ ¡t
ni¼ ni¡¼ ¡ ·
ni¼ ;
hi; j i;¼

i

i¼

where the sum over i and j is done over the nearest-neighbou r sites on a square
lattice. The one-electron hopping matrix element is t, the onsite Coulomb repulsion
is U and the chemical potential · is used for controlling the electron occupation in
y
the grand canonical ensemble. Here, ci¼ (ci¼ ) creates (annihilates) an electron of spin
y
¼ at site i; ni¼ ˆ ci¼ ci¼ is the occupation number of electrons with spin ¼ at site i. In
addition to the 2D Hubbard model, the numerical results on the 2-leg Hubbard
ladder with anisotropic hopping will be reviewed. In this case, the Hamiltonian is

(b)
(a)
Figure 1.2. (a) Sketch of the 2D Hubbard lattice with isotropic nearest-neighbour hopping t
and the onsite Coluomb repulsion U. (b) Sketch of the 2-leg Hubbard ladder with
onsite Coulomb repulsions U, and the intrachain and interchain hopping matrix
elements t and t? , respectively.
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X y
X y
…ci;¶;¼ ci‡1;¶;¼ ‡ cyi‡1;¶;¼ ci;¶;¼ † ¡ t?
…ci;1;¼ ci;2;¼ ‡ cyi;2;¼ ci;1;¼ †
H ˆ ¡t
i;¶;¼

‡U

X
i;¶

ni;¶;¼ ni;¶;¡¼ ¡ ·

X
i;¶;¼
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i;¼

ni;¶;¼ ;

…1:2†

where t is the hopping matrix element parallel to the chains and t? is the interchain
y
hopping, as illustrated in ®gure 1.2 (b). The operators ci;¶;¼ create an electron of spin
y
¼ at site i of the ¶’th leg, and ni;¶;¼ ˆ ci;¶;¼ ci;¶;¼ is the electron occupation number at
site …i; ¶† with spin ¼.
The QMC and the DMRG are powerful numerical methods, which have been
developed for studying strongly-correlate d systems such as the Hubbard model.
These techniques allow for the possibility to determine whether superconductivity
exists in the ground state of an interacting system without ®rst having to construct an
approximate theoretical framework for describing its elementary excitations. The
determinantal QMC method was introduced by Blankenbecler et al. (1981). The
QMC results reviewed here were obtained by using the algorithm described by White
et al. (1989b). This method has been reviewed by Scalapino (1993) and Muramatsu
(1999). The DMRG method was developed by White (1992, 1993), and since then
has been used to calculate the equal-time correlation functions in the ground state of
interacting systems. Here, in sections 3 to 7, numerical results on the 2D and the 2leg Hubbard models, obtained by using these two algorithms, will be presented. In
the Appendix, the determinantal QMC and the DMRG techniques will be described
brie¯y.
In section 2, an introduction to the spin-¯uctuation mediated dx2 ¡y2 -wave
superconductivity will be given. In addition, here the experimental evidence for
dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconductivity in the cuprates and the theoretical studies of dx2 ¡y2 wave pairing in the cuprates will be reviewed brie¯y.
In order to understand the microscopic many-body processes causing dx2 ¡y2 -wave
pairing correlations in the 2D Hubbard model, it is useful ®rst to discuss the
magnetic, density and the single-particle excitations. The review of the numerical
studies on the 2D Hubbard model will begin in section 3 by presenting QMC data on
the magnetic properties. Here, QMC results on the magnetic susceptibility will be
shown at and near half-®lling. In addition, an RPA-like model for the magnetic
susceptibility will be introduced, and the e ective particle±hole vertex will be
discussed. The NMR experiments which support the existence of short-range AF
¯uctuations in the high-Tc cuprates will also be reviewed brie¯y.
In section 4, the QMC results on charge susceptibility will be shown and its
dependence on the strength of the Coulomb repulsion will be discussed. Here, the
possibility of any `4kF ’ charge-density-wav e (CDW) ¯uctuations in the 2D Hubbard
model will be investigated. In this section, numerical results on the optical
conductivity will also be discussed.
The nature of the single-particle excitations in the 2D Hubbard model has
received much attention within the context of the cuprates. In section 5, the singleparticle density of states N …!† and spectral weight A…p; !† obtained from the
maximum-entrop y analytic continuation of the QMC data on the single-particle
Green’s function will be reviewed. At half-®lling, these calculations ®nd a Mott±
Hubbard gap, lower and upper Hubbard bands and quasiparticle bands. These
quasiparticle bands are similar to those found in a spin-density-wave (SDW)
insulator. It will be seen that, upon doping, a redistribution of the spectral weight
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takes place forming a narrow metallic band at the Fermi level. This band has
unusually ¯at dispersion near the …p; 0† and …0; p† points of the Brillouin zone leading
to a large single-particle spectral weight available for scatterings in the particle±
particle channel. These results on A…p; !† will also be compared with the results
of angular-resolve d photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements on the
cuprates.
After reviewing the numerical results on the magnetic, density and the singleparticle properties, in section 6 the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations in the 2D
Hubbard model will be discussed. The QMC simulations have found that when
doped away from half-®lling there are short-range dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations in
the 2D Hubbard model, but no long-range superconducting order has been observed
in the parameter regime where the simulations are carried out. The irreducible
particle±particle interaction GI has been also calculated with the QMC simulations
and it gives information on the microscopic many-body processes causing the
attraction in the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing channel. In section 6, these QMC results will
be reviewed. It will be seen that GI is repulsive at q ˆ …p; p † momentum transfers and
that it is the short-range AF correlations which are responsible for this behavior.
Comparisons with the various diagrammatic approaches will also be carried out;
these indicate that in the intermediate-couplin g regime the momentum and the
Matsubara-frequenc y structure in GI can be described by a properly-renormalize d
single spin-¯uctuation exchange interaction. Using the QMC data on GI and the
single-particle Green’s functions, the Bethe±Salpeter equation in the particle±particle
channel has been solved. These calculations allow for a comparison of the strength of
the pairing correlations in the various channels. Here, it will be seen that as the
temperature is lowered, the fastest growing pairing correlations occur in the singlet
dx2 ¡y2 -wave channel.
While these calculations are not carried out at su ciently low temperatures to
determine whether the dx2 ¡y2 -wave long-range superconducting order exists in the
ground state of the doped 2D Hubbard model, the results on GI are useful in
the following sense. Consider a phonon-mediate d superconductor such as Pb, where
the e ective interaction mediating the pairing forms already at temperatures of the
order of the characteristic phonon frequency !D . Hence, in this case, at T ¹ !D it
would be possible to study the e ective particle±particle interaction responsible for
superconductivity , even though the superconducting long-range order takes place at
much lower temperatures. Similarly, the QMC simulations are carried out at
temperatures of order or less than the characteristic energy scale J ¹ 4t2 =U of the
AF correlations. Hence, it is possible to probe GI in the temperature regime where
short-range AF correlations have formed, and see what type of many-body processes
are important in mediating the pairing and which pairing channels are favoured.
The 2-leg Hubbard ladder is a model where the dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting
correlations can be studied in detail. In section 7, the DMRG and the QMC results
on the 2-leg Hubbard ladder will be reviewed. The DMRG calculations have found
enhanced power-law decaying dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting correlations in the
ground state of the 2-leg Hubbard ladder. At the same time, with the QMC
simulations, it is possible to calculate the magnetic susceptibility, the single-particle
spectral weight and the particle±particle vertex GI at su ciently low temperatures.
The comparisons of the DMRG and the QMC results show that it is the strong
short-range AF ¯uctuations which mediate the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations in
this system. Furthermore, in this case, it is possible to study the dependence of the
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strength of the superconducting correlations on the model parameters such as t? =t
and U=t. It will be seen that the superconducting correlations are strongest in the
intermediate-couplin g regime and when t? =t is such that there is large amount of
single-particle spectral weight pinned near the …p; 0† and …0; p† points of the Brillouin
zone. In addition, the QMC calculations ®nd that GI peaks at …p; p† momentum
transfer. These features of A…p; !† and GI create optimum conditions for dx2 ¡y2 -wave
superconducting correlations. In section 7.3 these numerical results on the 2D and
the 2-leg Hubbard models will be compared. This comparison suggests that the
dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations seen in these models do not require a particularly
sharp peak in GI but rather simply weight at momentum transfers near …p; p†.
In section 8, the QMC and the DMRG results reviewed above will be compared
with the diagrammatic and the other numerical approaches to the Hubbard model as
well as with the numerical results on the t±J model. First, in section 8.1, the QMC
results on the 2D Hubbard model will be compared with the results of the ¯uctuation
exchange (FLEX) approach. Here, the purpose will be to make simple estimates for
the maximum Tc possible in the 2D Hubbard model, if a superconducting phase were
to occur. In particular, the e ects of the system being near an AF Mott±Hubbard
insulator on the strength of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing will be explored. In section 8.2,
the results from the variational and the projector Monte Carlo studies of the
Hubbard model will be reviewed brie¯y. Recently, the dynamical cluster approximation (DCA) and the one-loop renormalization-grou p (RG) technique employing a
2D Fermi surface were applied to study dx2 ¡y2 pairing in the 2D Hubbard model. The
results of these calculations will be discussed in section 8.3. The origin of the normal
state properties of the cuprates in the pseudogap regime remains an important
problem in this ®eld. In section 8.4, the ®ndings of various calculations in the lowdoping regime of the Hubbard model will be compared with the pseudogap regime of
the cuprates.
The Hubbard model is closely related to the t±J model, for which various Monte
Carlo, exact diagonalization and DMRG calculations have been carried out. There
is much interest in the ground-state phase diagram and the nature of the density and
the pairing correlations in this model. In section 8.5, the numerical studies on phase
separation, stripe correlations and the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations in the t±J
model will be brie¯y reviewed and compared with the results on the Hubbard model.
Comparisons will also be made with the 2-leg t±J model.
In section 8.6, the implications of the numerical results on the Hubbard model
for the nature of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing in the high-Tc cuprates will be discussed. In
section 9, the summary and the conclusions will be given.
2. d x2 ¡y2 superconductivit y in the cuprates
2.1. Spin-¯uctuation mediated dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconductivit y
Since the development of the BCS theory, it has been of interest to see whether
the e ective interaction which is responsible for pairing could be mediated by
excitations other than phonons. The super¯uidity of 3 He is an example where it is
believed that the pairing is due to the exchange of ferromagnetic spin ¯uctuations
resulting in triplet p-wave superconductivity (Leggett 1975). Within the context of
organic superconductors, the possibility of the pairing being mediated by spin
¯uctuations had been noted by Emery (1986). For the heavy fermion materials,
the possibility of d-wave superconductivity due to the exchange of AF spin
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¯uctuations was proposed by Scalapino et al. (1986), Miyake et al. (1986) and Cyrot
(1986). For the high-Tc superconductors, the possibility of dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconductivity was ®rst studied by Bickers et al. (1987), where the framework of the
two-dimensional Hubbard model was used near an SDW phase.
Here, a discussion of these ideas on how the exchange of the AF spin-¯uctuations
leads to a dx2 ¡y2 -wave gap function will be given, since this picture will be useful for
the remainder of the article. In the paramagneti c phase of the 2D Hubbard model
and within RPA, the single spin-¯uctuation exchange interaction between oppositespin particles at zero frequency transfer is given by Berk and Schrie er (1966) and
Doniach and Engelsberg (1966)
0
V …p jp† ˆ U ‡

0
0
U 3 À20 …p ¡ p† ‡ U 2 À0 …p ‡ p†
;
0
1 ¡ U 2 À20 …p 0 ¡ p† 1 ¡ UÀ0 …p ‡ p†

…2:1†

where À0 …q† is the usual Lindhard function. The longitudinal and the transverse spin
0
¯uctuations contributing to V are illustrated in ®gure 2.1. Here, V …p jp† is the
interaction for the scattering of a pair of opposite-spin electrons at states …p; ¡p† to
…p 0 ; ¡p 0 †. Near half-®lling and for a tight-binding band structure
"p ˆ ¡2t…cos px ‡ cos py † ¡ ·, where · is the chemical potential, the Lindhard
function peaks at q ¹ …p; p†. Consequently, for a system with Stoner-enhanced AF
0
correlations, the spin-¯uctuation exchange interaction V …p jp† is large and repulsive
0¡ ¹…
†
p; p momentum transfers. Now, consider the BCS gap equation
at p
p
X V …p j p 0 †D 0
p
…2:2†
Dp ˆ ¡
;
0
2E
0
p
p
0

where p and p are restricted to being on the Fermi surface of the doped system as
illustrated in ®gure 2.2. When this equation is solved, it is found that the leading
superconducting instability occurs for a gap function with the dx2 ¡y2 -wave symmetry,
Dp ˆ

D0
…cos px ¡ cos py †:
2

…2:3†

In order to see why the dx2 ¡y2 -wave form is a solution, consider a quasiparticle
pair occupying …p; ¡p† with p near …p; 0†, as shown in ®gure 2.2. This pair can scatter

0
Figure 2.1. Feynman diagrams illustrating the e ective particle±particle interaction V …p jp†
within the single spin-¯uctuation exchange approximation.
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Figure 2.2. Sketch of the Fermi surface of the 2D tight-binding
model
doped near half0
0
®lling. The two-particle momentum states …p; ¡p† and …p ; ¡p † are indicated by the
®lled circles.
0
0
0
0
to …p ; ¡p † where p ¹ …0; p† through the interaction V …p jp†, which is enhanced and
positive for momentum transfers near …p; p†, because Dp changes sign between p and
0
p . This is basically the reason for why the dx2 ¡y2 -wave gap symmetry is favoured by
0
the AF spin ¯uctuations. Since V …p jp† is always positive, there is no singlet solution
with the usual s-wave symmetry. For simplicity, these arguments were given at zero
0
frequency, where p and p are restricted to being on the Fermi surface, but the same
arguments hold when the frequency dependences of the gap equation and of the
e ective interaction are taken into account. In section 6, the QMC data on the
irreducible particle±particle interaction GI and the solutions of the Bethe±Salpeter
equation will be reviewed for the 2D Hubbard model. There, it will be seen that GI is
similar to the single spin-¯uctuation exchange interaction and the leading singlet
pairing instability occurs in the dx2 ¡y2 -wave channel in the parameter regime where
the QMC simulations are carried out.

2.2. Experimental evidence for dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconductivit y in the cuprates
Early experimental evidence for dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing in the cuprates arose from
¡
the measurement of the NMR longitudinal nuclear relaxation rate T1 1 for Cu(2) and
¡1
O(2,3) nuclei in YBa2 Cu3 O7 . In particular, the anisotropy of T1 for Cu(2) below Tc
provided a signature for dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing in this compound (Takigawa et al. 1991,
Martindale et al. 1992, Bulut and Scalapino 1992). These NMR measurements
provided evidence for both the phase and the nodes of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave gap function.
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The temperature dependence of the Cu(2) transverse nuclear relaxation rate T2 1 was
also used for the identi®cation of the gap symmetry (Bulut and Scalapino 1991, Itoh
et al. 1992). These NMR measurements were also supported by the ARPES
experiments which extracted the magnitude of the gap function jDp j on the Fermi
surface (Shen et al. 1993). The microwave cavity measurements of the superconducting penetration depth ¶…T † in single crystals of YBa2 Cu3 O7 found a linear
temperature variation which also gave support to a dx2 ¡y2 -wave gap (Hardy et al.
1993). The phase-coherence measurements on YBCO-Pb d.c. SQUIDS (Wollman et
al. 1993) and the tricrystal experiments of Tsuei et al. (1994) established that in
YBa2 Cu3 O 7 the order parameter has the dx2 ¡y2 -wave symmetry. Reviews of these
results on the symmetry of the gap function are given by Schrie er (1994), Scalapino
(1995), van Harlingen (1995) and Tsuei and Kirtley (2000). Today, it is established
that in a number of the hole and the electron doped cuprates the gap function has the
dx2 ¡y2 -wave symmetry (Tsuei and Kirtley 2000).
2.3. Theoretical studies of dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing in the cuprates
For the high-Tc cuprates, the possibility of dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconductivity was
®rst studied by Bickers et al. (1987) using the framework of the 2D Hubbard model.
In particular, the single spin-¯uctuation exchange interaction was used for studying
the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing near an SDW instability within the random-phase approximation. In these calculations, the e ect of the single-particle self-energy corrections
due to the spin ¯uctuations was taken into account.
The next level of calculations for the dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconductivity were carried
out using the ¯uctuation-exchang e approximation (FLEX) within the 2D Hubbard
model (Bickers et al. 1989). This method self-consistently treats the ¯uctuations in
the magnetic, density and the pairing channels. Within this approach it was found
that the AF spin ¯uctuations lead to a dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting phase which
neighbours the SDW phase. In these calculations, superconducting transition
temperatures as high as 0:025t were found (Bickers et al. 1989, Bickers and White
1991). Since the hopping matrix element within a one-band description of the
cuprates is estimated to be about 0.45 eV (Hybertson et al. 1990), this value of Tc
corresponds to about 130 K. However, the need to carry out exact calculations was
also noted.
Another approach to dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing in the cuprates was from a phenomenological point of view (Moriya et al. 1990). In this approach, a spin-¯uctuation
exchange interaction was used to calculate the superconducting transition temperatures. The spin susceptibility and the parameters used in the model were obtained
from ®tting the NMR and the electrical resistivity data on the normal state of the
cuprates within the self-consistent renormalization theory. In these calculations, the
single-particle self-energy corrections due to the spin ¯uctuations were also included,
and Tc s as high as those in the cuprates were obtained. A review of these calculations
has been given by Moriya and Ueda (2000).
A similar phenomenological approach was taken by Monthoux et al. (1991). In
this approach, the spin susceptibility used in the e ective interaction was also taken
from ®tting the NMR data, and Tc s comparable to those in the cuprates were
obtained. In these calculations, the Tc was initially calculated without including the
self-energy e ects. Later, the self-energy corrections were included self-consistently
(Monthoux and Pines 1992).
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These spin-¯uctuation theories for superconductivity di er from phononmediated superconductivity in a fundamental way. Here, the e ective attractive
interaction which is responsible for pairing the electrons is generated by the
electronic correlations rather than by an external system such as the lattice
vibrations. Hence, it is an important question whether in a microscopic model the
electronic correlations can indeed produce an e ective attractive interaction which
leads to superconductivity , and if so, what would be the nature and the strength of
such pairing correlations. The QMC and the DMRG methods were developed to
address these types of questions. The numerical studies of the Hubbard model
carried out with this purpose are the subject of this review article.

3. Magnetic correlations in the 2D Hubbard model
The parent compounds of the cuprates are AF insulators, and the AF phase
extends up to ¹5% doping. For dopings beyond this, there is clear evidence from the
NMR and the inelastic neutron scattering experiments that the system exhibits shortrange AF spin ¯uctuations (Pennington and Slichter 1990, Birgeneau 1990). These
are properties which support using the Hubbard framework for studying the
electronic correlations of the cuprates.
The QMC calculations have found that the ground state of the Hubbard model
at half-®lling has AF long-range order (Hirsch and Tang 1989, White et al. 1989b).
Away from half-®lling, the QMC calculations ®nd short range AF correlations
(Hirsch 1985). In this section, the QMC results on the magnetic susceptibility À of
the 2D Hubbard model will be reviewed, and compared with an RPA-like approach
for modelling it. In addition, the QMC results on the irreducible particle-hole vertex
will be discussed. These will be useful for gaining a microscopic understanding of the
magnetic correlations in the Hubbard model.
3.1. Antiferromagneti c long-range order at half-®lling
The transverse magnetic susceptibility is de®ned by
…
1X 
¡
‡
…
†
ˆ
d½ exp …i!m ½ ¡iq ¢ `† hm …i ‡ `; 0†m …i; 0†i:
À q; !
N ` 0

…3:1†

y
‡
¡
¡
¡
Here, m …i; 0† ˆ ci" ci# , and m …i; ½ † ˆ exp …H½ †m …i; 0† exp …¡H½ †, where m …i; 0† is
‡…
the hermitian conjugate of m i; 0†. Mahan (1981) can be consulted for the ®nitetemperature Green’s function formalism. In the following, À will be plotted in units
¡
of t 1 . Figure 3.1(a) shows À…q; i!m ˆ 0† versus q along various cuts in the Brillouin
zone as the temperature is lowered. Here, it is seen that as T is lowered, À…q; 0†
develops a sharp peak at the antiferromagneti c wave vector q ˆ …p; p†.
Figure 3.1 (b) shows the equal-time correlation function

jhmz …r†mz …0†ij;

…3:2†

y
y
where m z …r† ˆ cr" cr" ¡ cr# cr# , versus r as the temperature is lowered on an 8 £ 8
lattice at half-®lling. In this ®gure, it is seen that as T is lowered below 0:5t, the AF
correlation length ¹AF reaches the size of the system and long-range AF order is
established on the 8 £ 8 lattice. For an in®nite lattice, the long-range AF order
would take place at T ˆ 0.
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Figure 3.1. (a) Static magnetic susceptibility À…q; 0† versus q. (b) Equal-time correlation
function jhmz …r†mz …0†ij versus r along …1; 0†. These results are for U ˆ 8t and
hni ˆ 1:0 on an 8 £ 8 lattice.

3.2. Short-range antiferromagneti c ¯uctuations away from half-®lling
Figure 3.2 (a) shows À…q; 0† versus q for hni ˆ 0:87 and U ˆ 8t on the 8 £ 8
lattice. Here, as T decreases, the development of a broad peak centred at q ˆ …p; p† is
seen. Figure 3.2 (b) shows the corresponding jhmz …r†m z …0†ij versus r. At the lowest
temperature of 0.33t, the AF correlation length ¹ is about 0.6 lattice spacing for this
®lling. Here, ¹ was obtained by ®tting the decay of jhmz …r†mz …0†ij to exp …¡jrj=¹ †.
The Monte Carlo results on À…q; i!m † have been analytically continued to the real
frequency axis using the Pade approximation. The results on the spin-¯uctuation
spectral weight Im À…q; !† versus ! at q ˆ …p; p† obtained in this way are shown in
®gure 3.3 (a). While the Pade approximation can only resolve the crude features of
the spectrum, the softening of the AF spin ¯uctuations at low temperatures is clearly
seen.
Another quantity which can be used for characterizing the low-frequency
magnetic correlations is

Figure 3.2. (a) Static magnetic susceptibility À…q; 0† versus q. (b) Equal-time correlation
function jhmz …r†mz …0†ij versus r along …1; 0†. These results are for U ˆ 8t and
hni ˆ 0:87 on an 8 £ 8 lattice.
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Figure 3.3. (a) Spin-¯uctuation spectral weight Im À…q; !† versus ! at q ˆ …p; p†. (b) F …q†
versus q for the same temperatures as in (a). These results are for U ˆ 8t and
hni ˆ 0:87 on an 8 £ 8 lattice.


Im À…q; !† 

…
†
ˆ
F q
 :
!
!!0

…3:3†

This quantity is of interest because it is used to calculate the longitudinal nuclear
relaxation rates of the planar Cu and O nuclear spins in the layered cuprates. Figure
3.3 (b) shows F …q† versus q for hni ˆ 0:87 and U ˆ 8t. As T is lowered, F …q† gets
enhanced at …p; p†, and more weakly at q ¹ 0.
3.3. RPA-like model for the magnetic susceptibility
An RPA-like approach has been used for modelling À…q; !† in the intermediate
coupling regime with the form given by Bulut et al. (1990), Bulut (1990), Chen et al.
(1991) and Bulut et al. (1993)
À…q; !† ˆ

À0 …q; !†
;
1 ¡ UÀ0 …q; !†

where À0 …q; !† is the Lindhard function for the band electrons
1 X f …"p‡q † ¡ f …"p †
À 0 …q; !† ˆ
;
N p ! ¡ …"p‡q ¡ "p † ‡ i¯

…3:4†

…3:5†

"p ˆ ¡2t…cos px ‡ cos py † ¡ · and f …"p † is the usual Fermi factor. The parameter U
entering equation (3.4) represents the reduced Coulomb repulsion, which is assumed
to be renormalized due to the electronic correlations. In this simple approach, U is
taken to be independent of momentum and temperature. This turns out to be a
reasonable approximation in the temperature range where the Monte Carlo
simulations have been carried out.
Figure 3.4 (a) compares this RPA-like approximation for À…q; 0† with the Monte
Carlo data for U ˆ 4t, T ˆ 0:25t and hni ˆ 0:87. A similar comparison is given in
®gure 3.4 (b) for the T dependence of À…Q ˆ …p ; p†; 0†. In these ®gures U ˆ 2t has
been used. This choice will be discussed further in the following subsection, where
results on the irreducible particle±hole vertex will be reviewed.
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Figure 3.4. (a) Comparison of the QMC and the RPA results on À…q; 0† versus q at
T ˆ 0:25t. (b) Comparison of the QMC and the RPA results on À…Q ˆ …p; p†; 0†
versus T=t. Here, the QMC data (®lled circles) are for U ˆ 4t and the RPA results
(solid curves) were obtained using U ˆ 2t. In both ®gures, the results are shown for
hni ˆ 0:87.

3.4. Irreducible particle±hole interaction
In the RPA form discussed above, a reduced Coulomb repulsion U which is
independent of q is used. In order to test this approximation, the e ective particle±
hole vertex de®ned by
1
1
¡
U …q; i!m † ˆ …
;
†
…
À q; i!m
À q; i!m †

…3:6†

was calculated by Bulut et al. (1995). Here, À…q; i!m † is the part of the magnetic
susceptibility which does not include the reducible particle±hole vertex, and it is
de®ned by
TX … ‡
…3:7†
G p q; i!n ‡ i!m †G…p; i!n †;
À…q; i!m † ˆ ¡
N p;i!m
where G…p; i!n † is the exact single-particle Green’s function calculated with QMC. In
®gure 3.5 (a), the QMC data on À…q; 0† versus q is compared with the Lindhard
function À0 …q; 0† at T ˆ 0:25t. Here, one sees that À…q; 0† is suppressed with respect
to À0 …q; 0†, and this is because of the single-particle self-energy e ects. The e ective
irreducible vertex U …q; 0† obtained from the QMC data on À…q; 0† and À…q; 0† is
plotted in ®gure 3.5 (b) as a function of q at various temperatures. In this ®gure it is
seen that U …q; 0† shows little dependence on q and T . This is the reason for the good
agreement between the QMC data and the RPA results obtained using a reduced U
in equation (3.4). However, the values of U …q; 0† are larger than U ˆ 2t used in the
RPA. For instance, at T ˆ 0:25t one has U …q ˆ …p; p†; 0† ˆ 3:2t. This is because in
the RPA form the Lindhard susceptibility À0 is used rather than À, which has the
e ects of the single-particle self-energy corrections. At this point, it should be noted
that the momentum dependence of the e ective particle±hole vertex within the
context of the cuprates was also discussed by Anderson (1997).
With the QMC simulations the irreducible particle±hole vertex GI was also
calculated (Bulut et al. 1995). The calculation of GI is similar to that of the
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Figure 3.5. (a) Comparison of the QMC data on À…q; 0† versus q with the Lindhard
function À0 …q; 0† at T ˆ 0:25t. (b) E ective particle-hole vertex U …q; 0† versus q along
…1; 1†. These results were obtained for U ˆ 4t and hni ˆ 0:87 on an 8 £ 8 lattice.

irreducible particle±particle vertex GI , which will be discussed in section 6. In this
approach, GI is obtained from the solution of the particle±hole t-matrix equation
illustrated in ®gure 3.6. These calculations showed that the QMC data on GI are in
agreement with the results on the e ective particle-hole vertex U …q; 0† discussed in
this section. In particular, GI with the centre-of-mass momentum q ˆ …p; p† and
frequency !m ˆ 0 was averaged over the incoming and outgoing momenta near the
Fermi surface, and it was found that this average hGI i is 3:6t § 0:7t for U ˆ 4t,
T ˆ 0:25t and hni ˆ 0:87. This agrees with U …q ˆ …p; p†; 0† ˆ 3:2t found above.
Hence, the e ective particle±hole vertex for centre-of-mas s momentum q ˆ …p; p†
and frequency !m ˆ 0 is about 3:2t for a bare Coulomb repulsion of U ˆ 4t. The
di erence re¯ects the renormalization of the bare Coulomb repulsion in the particle±
hole channel due to the higher-order many-body processes such as the Kanamori
type of particle±particle scatterings (Kanamori 1963). However, in the RPA form of
equation (3.4), U ˆ 2t needs to be used in order to take into account the singleparticle self-energy corrections which are neglected within RPA.
These results on the e ective particle±hole vertex will also be useful when the
irreducible particle±particle interaction GI is compared with the single spin-¯uctuation exchange interaction GSF
Is in section 6.4. There, it will be seen that when the
e ective coupling gU between the electrons and the spin ¯uctuations is taken to
be about 3:2t, the resulting GSF
Is agrees with the QMC data on GI . One expects gU to

Figure 3.6. Feynman diagrams for the particle±hole t-matrix equation.
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be closely related to GI and, hence, the QMC data on the e ective particle±particle
and particle±hole vertices are consistent.
3.5. Comparison with the NMR experiments on the cuprates
¡
The measurements of the longitudinal NMR rate T1 1 have provided evidence for
the existence of short-range AF ¯uctuations in the normal state of the high-Tc
cuprates. These experiments are reviewed by Pennington and Slichter (1990) and
¡
Takigawa (1990). The relaxation rate T1 1 is given by
T X j … †j2 … †
¡
…3:8†
T1 1 ˆ
A q F q ;
N q
2
where jA…q†j is the hyper®ne form factor of the particular nuclear spin, and F …q† has
been de®ned in section 3.2. The hyper®ne form factors used in calculating the various
NMR rates for the cuprates were derived by Mila and Rice (1989).
An additional experimental quantity which supports the existence of the short¡
range AF correlations in the cuprates is the transverse relaxation rate T2 1 , which is
given by Pennington and Slichter (1991)
³ ´2
³ X
´2
X
1
ˆ 1
jA…q†j4 À2 …q; 0† ¡ 1
jA…q†j2 À…q; 0† :
…3:9†
T2
N q
N q
¡

The measurements of T2 1 for 63 Cu(2) in the normal state of the YBa2 Cu3 O7 ,
YBa2 Cu4 O 8 and the La2¡x Sr x CuO4 systems have provided evidence for the presence
of the short-range AF correlations in these compounds (Pennington and Slichter
1991, Itoh et al. 1992, Imai et al. 1993).
Since the Monte Carlo calculations cannot be carried out at low temperatures, it
¡
¡
is di cult to make direct comparisons with the T1 1 and the T2 1 measurements on
the cuprates using the Monte Carlo data. However, the RPA-like model described
above in section 3.3 has been used to calculate the NMR rates in the normal state.
Even though it is a simple approximation, this approach has been useful for
¡
¡
analysing the T1 1 and T2 1 data on YBa2 Cu3 O7 (Bulut et al. 1990, Bulut and
Scalapino 1991). These calculations imply that the low-energy AF spin ¯uctuations
estimated for the 2D Hubbard model have the right order of magnitude for
describing the general features of the AF correlations in optimally doped
YBa2 Cu3 O 7 . The NMR data on YBa2 Cu3 O7 were also ®t phenomenologically by
Millis et al. (1990) and by using self-consistent renormalization theory (Moriya et al.
1990).
4. Charge ¯uctuations in the 2D Hubbard model
In this section, the QMC data on the charge susceptibility and the optical
conductivity of the 2D Hubbard model will be reviewed.
4.1. Charge susceptibility
The momentum and frequency dependent charge susceptibility is de®ned by
…
…4:1†
P…q; i!m † ˆ
d½ exp …i!m ½ † S …q; ½ †;
0
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where
y
S …q; ½ † ˆ ¡hT »…q; ½ †» …q; 0†i;

…4:2†
p




P y
y
with » …q† ˆ …1= N † p¼ cp‡q¼ cp¼ and »…q; ½ † ˆ exp …H½ †»…q† exp …¡H½ †. The
equal-time density-density correlation function S …q† ² S …q; ½ ˆ 0† and the charge
compressibility µ ˆ @ hni=@· given by P …q ! 0; 0† are also of interest. In the
¡
following P and S will be plotted in units of t 1 . The nature of the density
correlations in the 2D Hubbard model was studied with various numerical techniques. The QMC (Moreo and Scalapino 1991, Moreo et al. 1991) and the exact
diagonalization (Dagotto et al. 1992b) calculations found no indication of phase
separation in the 2D Hubbard model. The charge compressibility of the Hubbard
model near half-®lling was calculated by zero-temperature QMC simulations
(Furukawa and Imada 1991 and 1992). At ®llings hni ˆ 0:5 and 0.2, S …q† was
calculated with the determinantal QMC for U ˆ 4t and 8t on up to 16 £ 16 lattices
(Chen et al. 1994). The Green’s function Monte Carlo (GFMC) method was also
used for calculating S …q† for the 2D Hubbard model on lattices with up to 162 sites
in the ground state (Becca et al. 2000). These calculations were carried out for U ˆ 4t
and 10t at and near half-®lling. In this section, the QMC results on P …q; !† and S …q†
by Bulut (1996) will be shown for various values of U=t near half-®lling.
Extensive numerical calculations have been also carried out for studying the
density correlations in the ground state of the t±J model. These calculations have
found phase-separated , striped, and uniform phases, and they will be brie¯y
described in section 8. The QMC results on P…q; !† and S …q† presented here were
obtained at relatively high temperatures and it is di cult to reach conclusions about
the ground state of the Hubbard model using them. Nevertheless, here, these QMC
data on the density correlations will be compared with the results on the t±J model
obtained with the high-temperatur e series expansions (Putikka et al. 1994). This
gives valuable information on the dynamics of the density ¯uctuations in the 2D
Hubbard model.
The high-temperatur e series expansions have found that the structure in S …q† can
be described by the non-interacting spinless-fermion model. This is due to the fact
that the double-occupancy of the sites is not allowed in the t±J model, and once this
constraint is taken into account, the density correlations are similar to those of the
non-interacting particles. Consequently, for a ®lling hni, S …q† has structure at wave
vectors which are associated with the Fermi surface corresponding to a ®lling of 2hni.
In other words, the structure in S …q† follows the `4kF ’ wave vectors rather than the
`2kF ’ wave vectors of the system.
First, results at half-®lling will be presented. Figure 4.1 shows QMC results on
P…q; 0† versus q at various temperatures for U ˆ 8t. Here, P…q; 0† is rather
featureless in q, and it gets further suppressed as T is lowered. This is due to the
Mott±Hubbard gap which exists at half-®lling. Next, results for hni ˆ 0:87 are
shown. Figure 4.2 (a) shows the temperature evolution of P…q; 0† versus q for
U ˆ 8t. In this case, the q ¹ 0 component of P…q; 0† gets enhanced as T decreases.
The T dependence of P …q ! 0; 0† seen in ®gure 4.2 (a) is consistent with the results
of the zero-temperature QMC calculations of the charge compressibility (Furukawa
and Imada 1991 and 1992). Figure 4.2 (b) shows Im P…q; !† versus ! for q ˆ …p =4; 0†,
where it is seen that the density ¯uctuations soften as T is lowered. The spectral
weight Im P was obtained by the Pade analytic continuation of the QMC data.
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Figure 4.1. Momentum dependence of P…q; 0† at half-®lling for U ˆ 8t and various
temperatures.

The evolution of the q structure in P…q; 0† with U=t is shown in ®gure 4.3 (a) for
T ˆ 0:5t and hni ˆ 0:87. For comparison, in ®gure 4.3 (b) results are shown for
P0 …q; i!m ˆ 0† of the U ˆ 0 system given by
P0 …q; i!m † ˆ 2

1X
f …"p‡q † ¡ f …"p †
:
N p i!m ¡ …"p‡q ¡ "p † ‡ i¯

…4:3†

In this ®gure, the solid curve represents P0 …q; 0† for hni ˆ 0:87 and the dotted curve
is for hni ˆ 1:74, which corresponds to P…q; 0† of the non-interacting spinlessfermion system for hni ˆ 0:87. As U=t increases, it is seen that P…q; 0† develops
features which are more similar to those seen for the non-interacting spinless-fermion
system. In ®gure 4.3 (a), it is seen that the peak in P…q; 0† shifts from q ˆ …p; p† to
q ¹ 0 as U=t increases. It is not possible to obtain this type of momentum
dependence for P…q; 0† from the simple RPA form

Figure 4.2. (a) Momentum dependence of P…q; 0†. (b) Im P…q; !† versus ! at q ˆ …p=4; 0†.
These results are for hni ˆ 0:87, U ˆ 8t and various temperatures.
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(b)

Figure 4.3. (a) P…q; 0† versus q at hni ˆ 0:87 for various values of U. (b) P0 …q; 0† versus q
for the U ˆ 0 system at hni ˆ 0:87 (solid curve) and hni ˆ 1:74 (dotted curve). These
results are for T ˆ 0:5t.

PRPA …q; i!m † ˆ

P0 …q; i!m †
;
‡
1 12 UP0 …q; i!m †

…4:4†

where U is a constant representing the e ective coupling in the density channel.
Next, QMC results on S …q† will be discussed. Figure 4.4 shows S …q† versus q at
various temperatures for U ˆ 8t. Here, it is seen that S …q† exhibits small variation
with T=t. Figure 4.5 (a) shows the evolution of S …q† with U=t for T ˆ 0:5t and
hni ˆ 0:87. Here, it is seen that with U=t increasing, S …q† gets suppressed. However,
in contrast to the case of P…q; 0†, there is no qualitative change in the q structure of
S …q† as U=t increases, and the peak remains at …p; p†. It is useful to compare these
QMC results with S0 …q† of the noninteractin g system. Figure 4.5 (b) shows S0 …q†
versus q at T ˆ 0:5t for hni ˆ 0:87 (solid curve) and hni ˆ 1:74 (dotted curve).
Comparing ®gures 4.5 (a) and 4.5 (b), one observes that the QMC data on S …q† is
more similar to S0 …q† for hni ˆ 0:87, and the q structure in S …q† does not follow that
of the non-interacting spinless-fermion system. These results on S …q† are consistent

Figure 4.4. Equal-time density correlation function S …q† versus q at hni ˆ 0:87 for U ˆ 8t
and various temperatures.
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Figure 4.5. (a) S …q† versus q at hni ˆ 0:87 for various values values of U. (b) S0 …q† versus q
of the U ˆ 0 system for hni ˆ 0:87 (solid curve) and hni ˆ 1:74 (dotted curve). These
results are for T ˆ 0:5t.

with those found by the GFMC technique for the ground state (Becca et al. 2000),
and by the QMC method at ®nite temperatures (Chen et al. 1994).
Here, it has been seen that the results on S …q† for the 2D Hubbard model are
quite di erent from those calculated for the 2D t±J model for J ¹ 0:5t with the hightemperature series expansion (Putikka et al. 1994) or by the GFMC technique
(Calandra et al. 1998). In the 2D Hubbard model near half-®lling, S …q† does not
exhibit obvious features which might be associated with the `4kF ’ wave vectors of the
Fermi surface. However, P…q; 0† has structure, which might be associated with the
`4kF ’ wave vectors, when U=t is large. Hence, the dynamical density ¯uctuations in
2D Hubbard model with large U=t have features which might be related to the `4kF ’
wave vectors, while the static density correlations appear to follow the `2k F ’ wave
vectors. However, results on P…q; !† at lower temperatures and on bigger lattices are
necessary before reaching conclusions.
The nature of the density correlations in the Hubbard model will be discussed
further in the remainder of the article. In section 7.3, comparisons will be made with
the 2-leg Hubbard ladder, in which case power-law decaying `4kF ’ CDW correlations
have been found [Noack et al. 1996]. In addition, in section 8 there will be further
comparisons with the density correlations in the 2D t±J model.
4.2. Optical conductivity
In this section, the results of the numerical calculations on the optical conductivity ¼1 …!† of the 2D Hubbard model will be discussed. The optical conductivity
for the 2D Hubbard model was calculated with the exact diagonalization technique
for a 4 £ 4 lattice with U ˆ 10t at half-®lling and in the doped case (Dagotto et al.
1992c). In these calculations, the insulating gap in ¼1 …!† at half-®lling is clearly seen.
Upon doping to hni ˆ 0:875, the amount of the spectral weight above the insulating
gap is reduced. In this case, the additional features found in ¼1 …!† are a Drude peak
at ! ˆ 0 and spectral weight induced at intermediate energies. The Drude weight of
the Hubbard model was also calculated with the QMC simulations (Scalapino et al.
1992 and 1993). A review of the exact diagonalization calculations for ¼1 …!† and of
comparisons with the experimental data on the cuprates has been given by Dagotto
(1994).
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The real part of the frequency-dependen t q ˆ 0 conductivity is given by

Lxx …i!m † 

¼1 …!† ˆ Re

i!m
i!m ! !‡i¯

where the current±current correlation function Lxx is de®ned as
…
…
†
ˆ
Lxx i!m
d½ exp …¡i!m ½ †h jx …½ † jx …0†i
0

with
jx ˆ ¡itea

X
is

…cyis ci‡xs ¡ cyi‡xs cis †:
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…4:5†

…4:6†

…4:7†

The analytic continuation in equation (4.5) is carried out using the maximum
entropy procedure. In the following, the hopping t, the electron charge e and the
lattice constant a are set to unity.
The solid curve in ®gure 4.6 shows ¼1 …!† versus ! at half-®lling for U ˆ 8t,
ˆ
T 0:125t and an 8 £ 8 lattice. These are data from Bulut et al. (1994a). Here, in
spite of the limited resolution of the analytic continuation procedure, the insulating
gap in ¼1 …!† is clearly seen. The dotted curve in this graph is the mean-®eld SDW
result given by
Á
!³
´
2
X1
¡ 2f …Ep †
"2p ¡ D
1
2p
…4:8†
1¡
sin 2 px ;
¼1 …!† ˆ
N p 2
Ep2
Ep
which was calculated using D ˆ 2:4t. Near the threshold ! ’ 2D, the SDW coherence
factor 12 ‰1 ¡ …"2p ¡ D2 †=Ep2 Š in equation (4.8) goes to 1 for "p near zero, and hence the
peak at the threshold does not vanish within SDW. A check of the maximum
entropy analytic continuation is the f -sum rule which has the form
…1
p
…4:9†
d! ¼1 …!† ˆ h¡kx i;
2
0

Figure 4.6. Real part of the frequency dependent conductivity of the half-®lled Hubbard
model with U ˆ 8t (solid curve). These results were obtained for an 8 £ 8 lattice at
T ˆ 0:125t. The dotted curve is the mean-®eld SDW result with D ˆ 2:4t. A ®nite
broadening of G ˆ 0:5t has been used in plotting the SDW result.
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where hkx i is the average kinetic energy per site associated with hopping in the x
direction. The area under the solid curve in ®gure 4.6 is 0.74, where the separate
QMC measurement of p=2h¡kx i gives 0.77. The di erence re¯ects the di culty in
analytically continuing the numerical data. When the system is doped, it is di cult to
estimate the accuracy of the analytic continuation procedure for ¼1 …!†, especially in
the limit ! ! 0. Hence, away from half-®lling, the maximum entropy or the Pade
techniques were not used to extract ¼1 …!† or the d.c. resistivity »…T † from the QMC
data on the current±current correlation function Lxx .
Even though it has not been possible to reliably extract »…T † for the 2D Hubbard
model, for 2D t±J clusters ¼1 …!† and »…T † were calculated at various ®llings by using
the ®nite-temperature Lanczos technique (Jaklic and Prelovsek 2000). For J=t ˆ 0:3,
the results for ¼1 …!† and »…T † were compared with the experimental data on cuprates
in various doping regimes. In some cases, the agreement obtained with the experimental data was at a quantitative level. In the intermediate doping regime, where
0:75 < hni < 0:85, it was shown that ¼1 …!† is not consistent with the usual Drude
form but rather with the marginal Fermi liquid concept where the only ! scale is
given by T (Varma et al. 1989). The ®nite-temperature Lanczos calculations ®nd also
that »…T † is proportional to T in this regime but the slope of »…T † changes at T ¹ J.
The underdoped and the overdoped regimes were also studied with this technique.
Jaklic and Prelovsek concluded that the main features of the unusual normal state
properties of the cuprates could be attributed to the large degeneracy of states and
the frustration induced by doping the antiferromagnet.

5. Single-particle properties of the 2D Hubbard model
The angular-resolve d photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements on
the high-Tc cuprates probe the single-particle properties of these compounds and
have found a number of interesting features. In the normal state of the optimally
doped cuprates, the ARPES experiments have found that there are quasiparticle-like
bands which cross the Fermi level leading to a large Fermi surface. An unusual
feature is that these bands have extended ¯at dispersion near the …p; 0† and …0; p†
points in the Brillouin zone (Dessau et al. 1993, Gofron et al. 1993). The ARPES
experiments have also provided valuable information about the evolution of the
single-particle spectral weight with doping in the underdoped regime as the
insulating state is approached. Reviews of these experiments have been given by
(Shen and Dessau (1995) and Damascelli et al. (2001). Below, the numerical studies
of the single-particle spectral weight in the 2D Hubbard model will be reviewed. In
particular, the origin of the correlated metallic band which develops at the Fermi
level upon doping the AF Mott±Hubbard insulator will be investigated. It will be
seen that the 2D Hubbard model provides an explanation for some of the features
found in the ARPES data.
The single-particle properties of the 2D Hubbard model were studied with
various many-body techniques. The single-particle spectral weight was calculated
phenomenologically by taking into account the scattering of the quasiparticles by the
AF spin ¯uctuations (Kampf and Schrie er 1990a and 1990b). The evolution of the
single-particle spectral weight with doping was also studied with the exact
diagonalization technique by Dagotto et al. (1991). There have been extensive
numerical calculations of A…p; !† by analytically continuing the QMC data on the
imaginary-time single-particle Green’s function (White et al. 1989c, White 1991,
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Vekic and White 1993, Bulut et al. 1994a, Bulut and Scalapino 1995, Moreo et al.
1995, Haas et al. 1995, Du y and Moreo 1995, Preuss et al. 1995 and 1997, GroÈber et
al. 2000). In these studies, the maximum-entrop y technique has been the main
algorithm for the analytic continuation procedure. This technique was also used for
calculating A…p; !† for the three-band CuO2 model (Dopf et al. 1992b) and the onedimensional Hubbard model (Preuss et al. 1994, Zacher et al. 1998). These studies
have provided valuable information about the single-particle spectral weight in the
Hubbard model. In the following, the maximum-entrop y results on the 2D Hubbard
model will be reviewed. Here, the emphasis will be on the narrow correlated band
which forms at the Fermi level upon doping the insulator, and on the ¯at bands
which are observed near the …p; 0† and …0; p† points in the Brillouin zone.
The single-particle spectral weight A…p; !† is given by
where

1
A…p; !† ˆ ¡ Im G…p; i!n ! ! ‡ i¯†;
p

G…p; i!n † ˆ

…

0

d½ exp …i!n ½ † G…p; ½ †

…5:1†

…5:2†

and
y
G…p; ½ † ˆ ¡hT cp¼ …½ †cp¼ …0†i:

…5:3†

With the maximum-entrop y technique, one uses the QMC data on G…p; ½ † to invert
the integral equation
…1
exp …¡ !½ †
…5:4†
G…p; ½ † ˆ ¡
d! ‡
A…p; !†;
1 exp …¡ !†
¡1
in order to obtain A…p; !†. By applying the same procedure to
y

Gii …½ † ˆ ¡hT ci¼ …½ †ci¼ …0†i;

…5:5†

the single-particle density of states N …!† is obtained. The maximum-entrop y technique for analytically continuing QMC data is described by Silver et al. (1990) and
Jarrell and Gubernatis (1996). The statistical errors for Gii …½ † are smaller than for
G…p; ½ †, hence the results for N …!† shown below have higher resolution. Here, ®rst
the results on the evolution of N …!† with doping will be reviewed, and later A…p; !†
¡
will be discussed. In the following, N …!† and A…p; !† will be plotted in units of t 1 .
The data which will be shown in this section are from Bulut et al. (1994a) and Bulut
and Scalapino (1995).
5.1. Single-particle density of states
Figure 5.1 shows the single-particle density of states N …!† versus ! at half-®lling
for U ˆ 8t on a 12 £ 12 lattice at T ˆ 0:5 and 0:125t. Here, the chemical potential ·
is located at ! ˆ 0. In this ®gure, it is seen that at T ˆ 0:5t, N …!† consists of two
peaks corresponding to the lower and the upper Hubbard bands, which are
separated by the Mott±Hubbard pseudogap. At this temperature, the AF correlation
length is still less than the system size, as was seen in section 3.1. As T is lowered to
0:125t, the AF correlation length reaches the system size, and in this case additional
sharp peaks appear at the upper edge of the lower Hubbard band and at the lower
edge of the upper Hubbard band. At T ˆ 0:125t, the pseudogap has become a full
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Figure 5.1. Single-particle density of states N …!† versus !. These results were obtained for
U ˆ 8t and hni ˆ 1:0 on a 12 £ 12 lattice.

gap in the single-particle spectrum with a magnitude of 2D º 4:5t. The size of the gap
2D was also calculated within an SDW approach where the single-particle self-energy
corrections were included (Schrie er et al. 1989). Within this approach, for U ˆ 8t,
2D is found to be about 4:8t, while for U ˆ 4t, 2D is about 2t.
The sharp peaks which are located below and above the Mott±Hubbard gap
appear when the system has long-range AF order. These narrow bands have a
bandwidth of about 1t, corresponding to º 2J where J ˆ 4t2 =U, and they exhibit
SDW-like dispersion, which will be discussed in the next section. It is known that in
the half-®lled 2D t±J model the quasiparticle bandwidth is about 2J (Liu and
Manousakis 1992). The exact diagonalization calculations for the 2D t±J model also
®nd SDW-like quasiparticle excitations with a bandwidth of about 2:2J at half-®lling
(Dagotto 1994). In the t±J model at half-®lling, one doped hole propagates by
¯ipping the spins in the AF background around it. For this reason, the bandwidth
for the hole motion is determined by the magnetic exchange J rather than the
hopping matrix element t. The QMC data implies that the hole propagation is
accompanied by similar many-body processes in the half-®lled 2D Hubbard model.
Next, results on the evolution of N …!† with doping are shown. Figure 5.2 shows
N …!† versus ! at ®llings hni ˆ 0:94, 0.87 and 0.70 for U ˆ 8t and T ˆ 0:5t. Upon
hole doping, the chemical potential moves rapidly from ! ˆ 0 to the top of the lower

Figure 5.2. Single-particle density of states N …!† versus ! at ®llings (a) hni ˆ 0:94, (b) 0.87
and (c) 0.70. These results are for T ˆ 0:5t and U ˆ 8t.
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Figure 5.3. Development of the single-particle density of states N …!† as the temperature is
lowered for hni ˆ 0:87 and U ˆ 8t.

Hubbard band. This is accompanied with a gradual transfer of spectral weight from
above the Mott±Hubbard gap to the Fermi level. The transferred spectral weight
goes into forming a narrow metallic band at the Fermi level. These data are in
agreement with the exact diagonalization calculations (Dagotto et al. 1991). In the
overdoped regime at hni ˆ 0:70, the Fermi level lies below the metallic band. The
temperature variation of N …!† is shown in ®gure 5.3 for hni ˆ 0:87 and U ˆ 8t.
Here, the build up of a narrow band with a width between 4J and 5J is clearly seen
as T decreases. The comparison of ®gures 5.3 and 5.1 indicates that this correlated
metallic band forms out of the SDW-like bands of the half-®lled case.
At this point, it should be noted that the general features of N …!† seen in
®gure 5.3 are similar to what is found for the in®nite-dimensional Hubbard model
away from half-®lling (Jarrell 1992). N …!† for the in®nite-dimensional Hubbard
model is calculated by ®rst mapping the model to an Anderson impurity problem,
which is then solved exactly. In this case, a narrow peak at the Fermi level is also
found in addition to the lower and upper Hubbard bands.
It is useful to compare these results on N …!† for U ˆ 8t with the results for
U ˆ 4t and 12t, which are shown in ®gure 5.4. For U ˆ 12t, the narrow metallic
band is further separated from the lower and the upper Hubbard bands, and the
pseudogap is bigger. On the other hand, for U ˆ 4t, the pseudogap is not observed at

Figure 5.4. N …!† versus ! for (a) U ˆ 4t and (b) U ˆ 12t at hni ˆ 0:87 and T ˆ 0:5t.
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Figure 5.5. Filling dependence of the density of states at the Fermi level N …·† for U ˆ 8t at
temperatures T ˆ 0:5t (®lled circles) and 1:0t (open circles).

these temperatures, even though there are hump-like structures which might be
attributed to the lower and the upper Hubbard bands. In addition, the peak at the
Fermi level is broader. Hence, as U increases from 4t to 12t, the distribution of the
weight in N …!† changes considerably. However, the density of states at the Fermi
level N …·† varies by a small amount.
It is also useful to discuss how N …·† varies with doping at ®xed U and T .
Figure 5.5 shows N …·† versus hni for U ˆ 8t at T ˆ 0:5t (®lled circles) and 1:0t (open
circles). It is clearly seen that at these temperatures N …·† has a peak at ®nite doping,
and a depression in N …·† exists near half-®lling. However, it is not possible to extract
the T ! 0 behaviour.
5.2. Single-particle spectral weight
In this section, results on the single-particle spectral weight A…p; !† will be
discussed. It is useful ®rst to study the e ects of varying U on A…p; !†. Figure 5.6
shows A…p; !† versus ! at various temperatures for U ˆ 8t and 4t. These results were
obtained for the p ˆ …p=2; p=2† point on an 8 £ 8 lattice. For both values of U, a
heavily damped quasiparticle-like peak develops near the Fermi level as the
temperature decreases. However, for U ˆ 8t this peak is broader and it has reduced
weight. In addition, in this case, the peak location varies with the temperature. Even
though the maximum-entrop y technique has an intrinsic broadening which is
di cult to estimate, these results suggest that the damping of the quasiparticles is
stronger for larger U=t.
In the previous section, it was seen that for U ˆ 8t a narrow metallic band
develops at the Fermi level upon doping. In order to gain insight into the origin of
this band, in ®gure 5.7, A…p; !† versus ! is plotted for p taken along various cuts in
the Brillouin zone as indicated in the insets. These data were obtained on a 12 £ 12
lattice for U ˆ 8t, hni ˆ 0:87 and T ˆ 0:5t. In this ®gure, spectral weights representing the upper and the lower Hubbard bands are seen in addition to a quasiparticle
band which crosses the Fermi level. The quasiparticle peak is especially of interest.
When p is on the Fermi surface, this peak is centred at ! ˆ 0. As p moves outside of
the Fermi surface, the quasiparticle peak is clearly resolved. However, when p is
below the Fermi surface, for instance at p ˆ …0; 0†, the quasiparticle peak is obscured
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of A…p ˆ …p=2; p=2†; !† versus ! for (a) U ˆ 8t and (b) U ˆ 4t.
Here results are shown at various temperatures for hni ˆ 0:87, and the frequency axis
is shifted such that the Fermi level occurs at ! ˆ 0.

Figure 5.7. Single-particle spectral weight A…p; !† versus ! for various momentum cuts
through the Brillouin zone for U ˆ 8t and hni ˆ 0:87. Here, the frequency axis is
shifted such that the Fermi level occurs at ! ˆ 0.

by the lower Hubbard band, even though the exact diagonalization calculations
(Dagotto et al. 1992a) ®nd a quasiparticle peak at this momentum in addition to the
lower Hubbard band. This is because the maximum-entrop y algorithm used here has
poor resolution when ! is away from the Fermi level. Indeed, similar calculations
with higher resolution were able to observe the quasiparticle peak below the Fermi
surface (Preuss et al. 1995). An unresolved issue is whether the dispersing band near
the Fermi level corresponds to a true quasiparticle band. However, the exact
determination of the energy and the temperature scaling of the spectral weight
cannot be carried out because the maximum-entrop y technique has ®nite resolution
and, in addition, bigger lattices and lower temperatures are required.
An important feature of the quasiparticle band is that it is unusually ¯at near the
…p; 0† and …0; p† points of the Brillouin zone. This causes a large amount of spectral
weight to be near the Fermi level. Even though the weight in the quasiparticle peak
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near the Fermi level decreases as U increases from 4t to 8t, the density of states at the
Fermi level stays nearly the same. This is because of the ¯at bands which are pinned
near the Fermi level. The presence of the ¯at bands is especially important because
they generate phase space for the scattering of the quasiparticles in the dx2 ¡y2 -wave
pairing channel. These features found in the 2D Hubbard model are similar to the
ARPES data on the cuprates (Dessau et al. 1993, Gofron et al. 1993).
In addition to the QMC data (Dagotto et al. 1994), the relation with the ¯at
bands seen in the ARPES data were noted by using the dispersion of one hole in the
half-®lled t±J model calculated on a 16 £ 16 lattice. It should also be noted that
Beenen and Edwards (1995) have found good agreement with the main features of
the QMC data using a two-pole approximation in calculating the single-particle
Green’s function. Dorneich et al. (2000) have extended this type of calculation for
the Hubbard model for the case of hni ˆ 1. Finally, it should be noted that a number
of transport measurements on the cuprates have been interpreted in terms of the
Fermi level being close to a van Hove singularity (Tsuei et al. 1992, Newns et al.
1994). Here, it is seen that in the 2D Hubbard model there can be extended ¯at bands
near the Fermi level and they are produced by the many-body e ects rather than
being due to the one-electron band structure.
These calculations for A…p; !† were also carried out at half-®lling, and the results
were ®tted with the SDW form (Bulut et al. 1994a),
A…p; !† ˆ u2p ¯…! ¡ Ep † ‡ v2p ¯…! ‡ Ep †;

…5:6†

where
1
u2p ˆ …1 ‡ ®p =Ep †;
2

1
v2p ˆ …1 ¡ ®p =Ep †;
2

®p ˆ ¡2t…cos px ‡ cos py †;

and
1=2
Ep ˆ …®p2 ‡ D2 † :

For large D=t,
1=2
2
Ep ˆ …®p2 ‡ D2 † ’ D ‡ J …cos px ‡ cos py † :

…5:7†

Similar calculations with higher resolution (Preuss et al. 1995) were carried out,
which showed that, in fact, the spectrum is better described by
2
Ep ’ D ‡ J=2…cos px ‡ cos py † ; hence the quasiparticle band at half-®lling has a
width of 2J, in agreement with the results on N …!† at half-®lling and with the
calculations on the t±J model with one hole.
Based on the results discussed above, schematic dispersion relations were
constructed for the 2D Hubbard model, which are shown in ®gure 5.8 for
hni ˆ 0:87 and hni ˆ 1:0. In ®gure 5.8 (a), the dashed horizontal line represents the
chemical potential, and the solid curve denotes the narrow metallic band located at
the Fermi level. The shaded regions represent the lower and the upper Hubbard
bands. The width of the quasiparticle band is of order 4J. Figure 5.8 (b) illustrates
the distribution of the spectral weight at half-®lling. Here, the solid and the dotted
lines denote the SDW-like quasiparticle bands. The picture which emerges from
these calculations is that the narrow metallic band which lies at the Fermi level for
hni ˆ 0:87 forms out of the SDW-like bands which exist in the half-®lled case.
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(b)

Figure 5.8. Schematic drawing of Ep versus p at U ˆ 8t for (a) hni ˆ 0:87 and (b) hni ˆ 1:0.
Here, the shaded areas represent the lower and the upper Hubbard bands, and the
solid and dotted curves indicate the quasiparticle bands. In (a), the solid points
indicate the position of the quasiparticle peak obtained from ®gure 5.7 when the
quasiparticle peak is not obscured by the lower Hubbard band, and the horizontal
dashed line denotes the chemical potential ·.

The QMC results seen in ®gure 5.7 were obtained at T ˆ 0:5t for hni ˆ 0:87,
where the AF correlation length ¹ is less than one lattice spacing. The QMC
simulations were also carried out at T ˆ 0:25t for hni ˆ 0:93, where ¹ is about 1.2
lattice spacing (Preuss et al. 1997). In this case, spectral weight has been observed at
wave vectors which are displaced by Q ˆ …p; p† with respect to the narrow metallic
band at the Fermi level. These results are consistent with the calculations where
`shadow bands’ due to the scattering of the quasiparticles by the AF spin ¯uctuations
were found (Kampf and Schrie er 1990b). This type of shadow structures were also
observed in photoemission experiments (Aebi et al. 1995). Detailed single-particle
spectra in the low-doping regime of the 2D Hubbard model were obtained recently
(GroÈber et al. 2000).
In this section, it was seen that the single-particle properties in the 2D Hubbard
model are determined by the AF spin ¯uctuations and the Coulomb correlations. An
especially important feature of the single-particle spectral weight is the ¯at bands
near p ˆ …p; 0† and …0; p†. They create a large amount of phase space for the
scattering of the quasiparticles in the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing channel. In section 7, it
will be seen that similar ¯at bands exist in the 2-leg Hubbard ladder, and they play a
key role in determining the strength of the dx2 ¡y2 -like superconducting correlations in
this system. In section 8.1, these QMC results on the single-particle spectral weight
will be compared with those obtained from the FLEX approximation, and the
implications for the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing in the 2D Hubbard model will be discussed.
6. Pairing correlations in the 2D Hubbard model
An important question for the high-Tc cuprates is whether the 2D Hubbard
model exhibits superconductivity , and if it does, what is the nature of the pairing.
Various views have been expressed on this subject, and some of them are as follows.
In one view, the e ective interaction between the particles is dominated by the
exchange of an AF spin ¯uctuation, and this leads to dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing (Bickers et
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al. 1987). In an alternative view, the magnetic correlations are responsible for the
pairing, but it is because of the `bag e ect’ which leads to pairing with the extended s
or the dx2 ¡y2 -wave symmetry [Schrie er et al. 1988 and 1989]. In this approach, the
e ective pairing interaction is qualitatively di erent from the single spin-¯uctuation
exchange interaction. Another view is that in the ground state of the doped 2D
Hubbard model there are no single-particle excitations carrying both charge and spin
and the one-layer Hubbard model does not exhibit superconductivity (Anderson
1987, Anderson et al. 1987, Anderson and Zou 1988). In this view, the pairing is
mediated by interlayer hopping. In order to di erentiate among these theories, QMC
simulations were carried out for the 2D Hubbard model. In this section, these QMC
calculations will be reviewed.
In section 6.1, the QMC results on the pair-®eld susceptibilities will be reviewed.
These calculations have found that there is an e ective attractive interaction in the
singlet dx2 ¡y2 -wave channel (White et al. 1989a). In addition, it is found that there is
an attractive interaction in the extended s-wave channel. However, at the temperatures where the simulations are carried out, the pairing correlations are short range
and do not show scaling with the lattice size (Moreo and Scalapino 1991, Moreo
1992). QMC simulations were also carried out for the pair-®eld susceptibilities in the
three-band CuO2 model and similar results were found (Scalettar et al. 1991, Dopf et
al. 1992a).
Using QMC simulations, the irreducible particle±particle interaction GI was
calculated (Bulut et al. 1993, 1994b, 1995) and these results will be reviewed in
section 6.2. In these calculations, it is found that the momentum and the Matsubarafrequency structure in GI follows closely that of the magnetic susceptibility, which
means that the AF spin ¯uctuations dominate the e ective interaction in the
parameter regime where the simulations are carried out. In section 6.3, the Bethe±
Salpeter equation in the particle±particle channel will be solved using the QMC data
on GI and the single-particle Green’s function G. The solution of the Bethe±Salpeter
equation makes it possible to determine the strength of the various pairing channels
quantitatively. Finite-size scaling of these results shows that as T is lowered, the
fastest growing pairing instability is in the singlet dx2 ¡y2 -wave channel. Here, it is also
found that as U=t increases from 4 to 8, the strength of the dx2 ¡y2 pairing correlations
grows. Later in section 8.1, these calculations will be compared with the results of the
FLEX approximation. In section 6.4, the results on GI will be compared with the
single spin-¯uctuation exchange approximation. In section 6.5, comparisons will be
made with the perturbation theory results for GI , which are third order in U. These
comparisons are useful for gaining insight into the e ects of the various subgroups of
many-body scattering processes contributing to GI .
6.1. Pair-®eld susceptibilities
In order to study the pairing correlations in the 2D Hubbard model, the pair-®eld
susceptibilities de®ned by
…
X
1
hD¬ …`; ½ †Dy¬ …0; 0†i;
…6:1†
P¬ ˆ
d½
N `
0
y

where D¬ is a pair creation operator with ¬ symmetry, were calculated. The QMC
calculations of the pair-®eld susceptibilities for the Hubbard model were ®rst carried
out by Hirsch (1985). In these calculations, it was found that there is an attractive
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e ective interaction between two electrons with antiparallel spins when they are
separated by one lattice spacing. In this reference, the pair-®eld susceptibilities in the
singlet s and extended s-wave (s*) channels and the triplet channels were calculated,
however the singlet dx2 ¡y2 -wave channel was not considered. Later, various pair-®eld
susceptibilities including the one with the singlet dx2 ¡y2 -wave symmetry were
calculated with QMC by White et al. (1989a). In this section, these results will be
shown for P¬ which were calculated using the following pair-®eld operators in the
dx2 ¡y2 , s, extended s (s*) and p-wave channels,
y
1 X …¡ †` y
y
Dd ˆ
1 ci‡`" ci# ;
4 `ˆ1
4

y y
y
D s ˆ ci " ci # ;

…6:2†
…6:3†

y
1X y
y
Ds¤ ˆ
c ‡ "c # ;
4 `ˆ1 i ` i

…6:4†

1 y
y
y
y
y
Dpx ˆ …ci‡x" ci# ¡ ci¡x" ci# †:
2

…6:5†

4

Here ` sums over the four neighbours of site i.
In order to see whether a given pairing channel with the symmetry ¬ is attractive,
P¬ was compared with P¬ , where P¬ is the component of P¬ which does not include
the reducible particle±particle interaction G as illustrated in ®gure 6.1. Figure 6.2
compares P¬ and P¬ as a function of T=t for U ˆ 4t and hni ˆ 0:87 on an 8 £ 8
lattice. Here, it is seen that P¬ is enhanced with respect to P¬ by the particle±particle
reducible vertex for the dx2 ¡y2 -wave and weakly for the extended s-wave symmetries.
On the other hand, in the s- and p-wave channels the pair-®eld susceptibility is
suppressed with respect to P¬ . This means that the e ective particle±particle
interaction is attractive in the dx2 ¡y2 and s* channels, and it is repulsive in the s
and p-wave channels. However, at the lowest temperatures where the QMC
simulations can be carried out, the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations are only short
range: Pd does not grow as the system size increases. Furthermore, while Pd is
enhanced with respect to Pd , it is suppressed with respect to P0d , the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pair®eld susceptibility of the U ˆ 0 system, as seen in ®gure 6.2 (a). So, at these
temperatures, the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pair-®eld susceptibility gets suppressed when the
Coulomb repulsion is turned on, which is not encouraging for dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconductivity in the 2D Hubbard model.

Figure 6.1. Feynman diagrams illustrating the pair-®eld susceptibilities (a) P¬ and (b) P¬ .
Here, G represents the reducible particle±particle interaction.
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Figure 6.2. Pair-®eld susceptibilities P¬ and P¬ versus T=t for the dx2 ¡y2 , s*, s and p-wave
pairing channels. These results are for U ˆ 4t and hni ˆ 0:87 on an 8 £ 8 lattice. In
(a), P0 denotes the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pair-®eld susceptibility of the U ˆ 0 system. [From
White et al. (1989a) by kind permission.]

6.2. Irreducible particle±particle interaction
In this section, the QMC data on the irreducible particle±particle vertex GI (Bulut
et al. 1993, 1994b, 1995) will be reviewed. Using QMC simulations it is possible to
calculate the two-particle Green’s function
y
y
L…x4 ; x3 jx1 ; x2 † ˆ ¡hT c" …x4 †c# …x3 †c# …x2 †c" …x1 †i;

…6:6†

y
where c¼ …xi † with xi ˆ …xi ; ½i † creates an electron with spin ¼ at site xi and imaginary
time ½i . By Fourier transforming on both the space and the imaginary-time variables
one obtains
0
0
L…p ; k jp; k† ˆ ¡¯pp 0 ¯kk 0 G" …p†G# …k†

‡ T ¯k 0 ;p‡k¡p 0 G" …p 0 †G# …k 0 †G…p 0; k 0 jp; k†G" …p†G# …k†;
…6:7†
N
0
0
where p ˆ …p; i!n †, G¼ …p† is the single-particle Green’s function, and G…p ; k jp; k† is
the reducible particle±particle vertex. Hence, using the QMC data on L and G, G can
be calculated. This equation is illustrated in ®gure 6.3 in terms of the Feynman
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0
0
Figure 6.3. Feynman diagrams illustrating the correlation function L…p ; k jp; k† in terms of
the single-particle Green’s functions G and the reducible particle±particle interaction
G.

diagrams. Here, the particle±particle interaction will be studied in the zero centre-of0
0
mass momentum and energy channel, and hence k and k will be set to ¡p and ¡p ,
respectively. At the next stage, the irreducible particle±particle vertex GI is obtained
from the Monte Carlo results on G and G by solving the particle±particle t-matrix
equation,
T X … 0 j † … † …¡ † … j †
0
0
…6:8†
GI …p jp† ˆ G…p jp† ‡
GI p k G" k G# k G k p ;
N k

0
which is illustrated in ®gure 6.4. In equation (6.8), G…p jp† is used as a short notation
0
0
for G…p ; ¡p jp; ¡p†. This procedure for calculating GI is essentially the opposite of
the usual diagrammatic approach in which GI is used to solve for G. In solving the tmatrix equation, an upper frequency cut-o of order the bandwidth is used. Finally,
the singlet component of the irreducible vertex is obtained from

1
0
0
0
GIs …p jp† ˆ ‰GI …p jp† ‡ GI …¡p jp†Š:
2

…6:9†

In the following, the QMC data on GIs and Gs will be plotted in units of t as a
0
function of the momentum transfer q ˆ p ¡ p and of the Matsubara-frequenc y
transfer !m ˆ !n 0 ¡ !n . Here, p will be kept ®xed at …p; 0† and !n at pT.
It is useful to start the discussion by ®rst showing results on the singlet reducible
vertex Gs . In ®gure 6.5, Gs …q; i!m ˆ 0† versus q is shown for U ˆ 4t and 8t. As the
temperature is lowered, the q ¹ …p; p† component of Gs increases, and the q ¹ 0
component is suppressed. Here, it is seen that Gs becomes quite large, especially for
U ˆ 8t. In ®gure 6.5 (b), the q ˆ …0; 0† point is not shown because of large error bars
for this point due to the way G is calculated from L. It is also not possible to show
results at lower temperatures since the error bars grow rapidly. For instance, at
T ˆ 0:33t and U ˆ 8t, Gs …q ˆ …p; p†; 0† was calculated to be 60t § 20t after long
simulation times, while Gs …q ˆ …p=4; p=4†; 0† was 10t § 10t.
Next, in ®gure 6.6 (a) and (b), the momentum and the Matsubara-frequenc y
dependence of the irreducible particle±particle vertex GIs …q; i!m † is shown for U ˆ 4t.

Figure 6.4. Feynman diagrams illustrating the t-matrix equation which relates the
irreducible particle±particle interaction GI to the reducible particle±particle
interaction G.
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Figure 6.5. Reducible particle±particle scattering vertex in the singlet channel Gs …q; i!m ˆ 0†
0
versus q for (a) U ˆ 4t and (b) U ˆ 8t. Here, q ˆ p ¡ p and p is kept ®xed at …p; 0†.
h
i
ˆ
£
These results were obtained at n
0:87 on an 8 8 lattice. For U ˆ 8t, Gs …q; 0† at
q ˆ …0; 0† is not shown because of large error bars in the data in this case.

Figure 6.6. (a) Momentum and (b) the Matsubara-frequency dependence of the irreducible
particle±particle scattering vertex in the singlet channel GIs …q; i!m †. In (a), GIs versus
0
q ˆ p ¡ p is plotted where p is kept ®xed at …p; 0†. In (b), GIs versus !m is plotted for
ˆ
…
p; p†. Here, !m ˆ !n 0 ¡ !n and !n is kept ®xed at pT. These results are for
q
U ˆ 4t and hni ˆ 0:87 on an 8 £ 8 lattice.

At q ˆ …p; p† momentum transfer, GIs …q; 0† reaches values larger than twice the
bandwidth. It is useful to compare ®gures 6.6 (a) and 6.5 (a) in order to understand
the e ect of the repeated particle±particle scatterings on GIs . At these temperatures,
the e ect of these scatterings is basically to suppress the momentum and frequencyindependent background in GIs . For instance, at T ˆ 0:25t the di erence in the
magnitude of GIs …q; 0† between q ˆ …p; p† and …p=4; p=4† is about 10t, which is the
same as in Gs …q; 0†. This is similar to the suppression of the screened Coulomb
repulsion, which varies more slowly in frequency compared with the phonon
propagator, in the usual phonon-mediate d pairing. As a dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting instability is approached, the expected behaviour for an in®nite system is that
Gs …q ˆ …p; p†; 0† ! ‡1 while Gs …q ˆ …0; 0†; 0† ! ¡1. These QMC data show that
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such resonant scattering in the dx2 ¡y2 -wave channel is not taking place at these
temperatures.
It is desirable to know how GIs varies as U=t increases. However, it has not been
possible to obtain GIs for U ˆ 8t from the t-matrix equation because of the larger
error bars for this case. Nevertheless, in ®gure 6.5 (b) it is seen that Gs …q; 0† for
U ˆ 8t and T ˆ 0:5t exhibits large variation of order 20t between points …p=4; p=4†
and …p; p†. If at these temperatures the e ect of the t-matrix scattering is only to
suppress the q and !m independent background in GIs , then this means that GIs grows
considerably as U=t increases from 4 to 8.
Next, the temperature evolution of GIs …q; i!m † for U ˆ 4t is compared with that
of the magnetic susceptibility À…q; i!m †. Figure 6.7 (a) shows Monte Carlo data on
À…q; 0† versus q at the same temperatures as in ®gure 6.6. The Matsubara frequency
dependence of À…q ˆ …p; p†; i!m † is shown in ®gure 6.7 (b). Comparing ®gures 6.6
and 6.7, one sees that the temperature evolution of GIs …q; i!m † closely follows that of
À…q; i!m †. Both of these quantities peak at q ˆ …p; p†, and as !m increases GIs goes to
the bare U value while À decays to zero. The relation between GIs and the spin
¯uctuations will be studied in more detail in section 6.4, where the QMC results on
GIs will be compared with the single spin-¯uctuation exchange interaction.
At this point, it should be noted that the q dependence of the e ective pairing
interaction for the cuprates was also studied within the spin-bag approach where a
dip at q ¹ 0 is found in addition to the peak at q ¹ …p; p† (Kampf and Schrie er
1990a). The dip is due to the cross-exchange of two AF spin ¯uctuations and it is
responsible for the e ective attraction between two spin bags. At T ˆ 0:25t, which is
the lowest temperature where the QMC calculation of GIs can be carried out, a dip in
GIs at q ¹ 0 is not found.
In order to gain insight into the real-space structure of the e ective particle±
particle interaction, it is useful to consider the Fourier transform
GIs …R† ˆ

(a)

1 X
0
0
exp ‰i…p ¡ p † ¢ RŠ GIs …p ; i!n 0 jp; i!n †
N 2 p;p 0

…6:10†

(b)

Figure 6.7. (a) Momentum and (b) the Matsubara-frequency dependence of the magnetic
susceptibility À…q; i!m † at various temperatures. In (a), À…q; i!m † versus q is plotted
for !m ˆ 0. In (b), À…q ˆ …p; p†; i!m † versus !m is plotted. These results are for U ˆ 4t
and hni ˆ 0:87 on an 8 £ 8 lattice.
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Figure 6.8. Real-space pattern of GIs …R† for U ˆ 4t, T ˆ 0:25t and hni ˆ 0:87. Here, it is
seen that for R ˆ 0, GIs …R† is strongly repulsive while being attractive when the
singlet electron pair is separated by one lattice spacing.

for the lowest Matsubara frequencies !n ˆ !n 0 ˆ pT . Figure 6.8 shows the Monte
Carlo data on GIs …R† as a function of R for T ˆ 0:25t. At R ˆ 0, GIs is strongly
repulsive, as expected, but for a singlet electron pair separated by one lattice spacing,
GIs is attractive. As the pair separation increases further, GIs oscillates in sign and its
magnitude decreases rapidly, re¯ecting the short-range nature of the interaction.
Pairing correlations with the proper space±time structure can avoid the large onsite
repulsion while taking advantage of the near-neighbour attraction. Thus, the
interaction GIs is attractive in the dx2 ¡y2 -wave channel.
In ®gure 6.8, it is seen that the e ective attractive interaction is ¡0:5t at the
nearest-neighbou r site. Here, one might argue that the long-range Coulomb
repulsion between the electrons, which is not taken into account in the Hubbard
model, could overcome this attraction. However, one would expect the long-range
Coulomb repulsion to have weak !m dependence compared with that seen in
®gure 6.6 (b), and after the t-matrix scatterings it should have weak in¯uence on
the strength of the pairing in the dx2 ¡y2 -wave channel.
6.3. Bethe±Salpeter equation in the particle±particle channel
In this section, the particle±particle Bethe±Salpeter equation will be solved using
the QMC data on the irreducible interaction GI and the one-electron Green’s
function. This way one can determine the magnitude of the eigenvalues and the
…p; i!n † structure of the leading pair-®eld eigenfunctions. This approach is useful for
studying the leading scattering channels in the t-matrix quantitatively. For instance,
one can determine how close the system is to a Kosterlitz±Thouless superconducting
transition, and compare the strength of the pairing in various channels. The particle±
particle Bethe±Salpeter equation is
T
¶¬ ¿¬ …p† ˆ ¡
N

X
p

0

0
0
0
0
GI …pjp †G" …p †G# …¡p †¿¬ …p †;

…6:11†
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Figure 6.9. Feynman diagram representing the Bethe±Salpeter equation.

where ¿¬ …p† is the pair-®eld eigenfunction and ¶¬ is the corresponding eigenvalue.
The Feynman diagram representing equation (6.11) is shown in ®gure 6.9. When the
leading eigenvalue reaches one, the superconducting transition takes place, and the
Bethe±Salpeter equation for the corresponding eigenfunction becomes equivalent to
the superconducting gap equation.
Here, data from Bulut et al. (1993) will be shown. Both the triplet and the singlet
solutions of the Bethe±Salpeter equation will be considered. The momentum and the
Matsubara-frequenc y structures of the leading eigenfunctions will be presented. In
addition to the singlet dx2 ¡y2 -wave eigenfunction ¿d …p; i!†, solutions which are odd in
!n and have s- and p-wave symmetries are found. The odd-frequency eigenfunctions
with s- and p-wave symmetries correspond to triplet and singlet solutions, respectively. The ®nite-size scaling of the eigenvalues indicates that as T is lowered the
singlet dx2 ¡y2 -wave eigenvalue grows fastest, and at low T the dominant singlet
pairing channel has the dx2 ¡y2 -wave symmetry. In these calculations, the evenfrequency extended s-wave channel was not found to be one of the leading pairing
channels.
The case of the odd-frequency pairing channel is interesting. The possibility of
pairing in the triplet odd-frequency s-wave channel was ®rst studied within the
context of 3 He by Berezinskii (1974). The singlet odd-frequenc y p-wave channel was
studied initially by using an e ective interaction which is mediated by phonons
(Balatsky and Abrahams 1992). The possibility that an e ective attraction in the
singlet odd-frequency p-wave channel could be generated by the spin ¯uctuations
was noted by Abrahams et al. (1993) at about the same time as the QMC calculations
reviewed here were carried out. The general properties of the odd-frequency
superconductors were discussed by Abrahams et al. (1995).
In addition, here the e ects of increasing U=t on the leading pairing channels will
be discussed. As seen in the previous section, it was not possible to calculate GIs for
U ˆ 8t. However, if G is used rather than GI in equation (6.11), then the
corresponding eigenvalues are given by ¶¬ =…1 ¡ ¶¬ †, where ¶¬ are the eigenvalues
for the irreducible vertex. Hence, through this indirect way it is possible to study the
leading Bethe±Salpeter eigenvalues for U ˆ 8t. It will be shown that as U=t increases
from 4 to 8, the leading eigenvalues grow, since the e ective particle±particle
interaction gets stronger, but the momentum and the frequency structure of their
eigenfunctions does not exhibit qualitative changes.
In general, the Bethe±Salpeter equation can have both singlet and triplet
solutions corresponding to a pair-wave function that has overall even or odd parity
when p ˆ …p; i!n † goes to …¡p; ¡i!n †. Here, the pair wave functions are characterized
by its symmetry in momentum and spin space. The usual singlet s and dx2 ¡y2 -wave
states are even in frequency and even in momentum, ¿…p; ¡i!n † ˆ ¿…p; i!n † and
¿…¡ p; i!n † ˆ ¿…p; i!n †, while the usual triplet px or (py ) state is even in frequency and
odd when px goes to ¡px . There are also odd-frequency pair-wave functions. In this
case, one can have an odd-frequency s-wave triplet for which
¿…p; ¡i!n † ˆ ¡¿…p; i!n † and ¿…¡p; i!n † ˆ ¿…p; i!n †, or an odd-frequency px (or py )-
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wave singlet with ¿…p; ¡i!n † ˆ ¡¿…p; i!n † and ¿…¡p; i!n † ˆ ¡¿…p; i!n †. In the regime
of the Hubbard model that is being studied, the s-wave triplet, and the p and dx2 ¡y2 wave singlet solutions are dominant.
The temperature evolution of the four largest eigenvalues for U ˆ 4t and
hni ˆ 0:87 are given in table 1. The momentum and the frequency dependence of
the corresponding pair-wave functions are shown in ®gures 6.10 and 6.11 for
T ˆ 0:5t. At this temperature, an s-wave triplet state has the largest eigenvalue
¶s º 0:23. As seen in ®gures 6.10 (a) and 6.11 (a) (solid circles), the pair-wave
function ¿s …p; i!n † of the s-wave triplet state is even in p and odd in !n . The open
circles in ®gures 6.10 (a) and 6.11 (a) represent the pair-wave function ¿s 0 …p; i!n †
which has the second largest eigenvalue. This is also an odd-frequency s-wave triplet
state. The dx2 ¡y2 -wave singlet state shown as the solid circles in ®gures 6.10 (b) and
6.11 (b) has the third largest eigenvalue. The fourth largest eigenvalue corresponds to
a state which is odd in both !n and p, having py (or px ) symmetry (open circles in
®gures 6.10 (b) and 6.11 (b)), hence it is also a singlet.
As T is lowered from 1:0t down to 0:25t, the largest eigenvalue ¶s stays nearly the
same, while ¶d increases by about a factor of seven. This can be understood in terms
0
of the temperature dependence of GI …p jp† which enters the Bethe±Salpeter equation.
T=t

¶s

¶s 0

¶p

¶d

1.0
0.50
0.33
0.25

0.261
0.228
0.251
0:264 § 0:007

0.037
0.090
0.104
0:124 § 0:006

0.023
0.066
0.095
0:129 § 0:007

0.022
0.076
0.130
0:182 § 0:006

Table 1. Temperature dependence of the Bethe±Salpeter eigenvalues for U ˆ 4t and
hni ˆ 0:87 on an 8 £ 8 lattice. The error bars represent the uncertainty due to
the Monte Carlo sampling. The error bars were not calculated at all temperatures, since it requires considerably more computer time. When the error bars
are not indicated, they are estimated to be less than 10%.

Figure 6.10. Momentum dependence of the leading Bethe±Salpeter eigenfunctions
¿¬ …p; i!n †. These results are for !n ˆ pT , U ˆ 4t, T ˆ 0:5t and hni ˆ 0:87 on an
8 £ 8 lattice. In (a), two odd-frequency s-wave eigenfunctions are plotted, and in (b)
the dx2 ¡y2 -wave (®lled circles) and py -wave (open circles) are plotted.
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Figure 6.11. Matsubara frequency dependence of the leading Bethe±Salpeter eigenfunctions
¿¬ …p; i!n †. These results are for U ˆ 4t, T ˆ 0:5t and hn0 i ˆ 0:87 on an 8 £ 8 lattice.
In (a), ¿…p ˆ …p; 0†; i!n † is shown for the odd-!n s and s channels. In (b), ¿…p; i!n † is
shown for the singlet dx2 ¡y2 -wave channel at p ˆ …p; 0† and for the singlet py -wave
channel at p ˆ …p=2; p=2†.

The pair-wave functions which are smooth in p but odd in !n make optimum use of
0
the …!n ; !n 0 † frequency structure of the repulsive GI …p jp† for pairing. However, as
0
0
the temperature is lowered and GI …p jp† for p ¡ p ˆ …p; p† grows, the dx2 ¡y2 and pwave solutions can make better use of the momentum structure in GI , and their
eigenvalues get enhanced.
Table 2 shows the ®nite-size e ects on the leading eigenvalues at T ˆ 0:25t. Here,
it is seen that the ®nite-size e ects are especially large for the p-wave channel, and ¶p
decreases as the system size grows from 4 £ 4 to 8 £ 8. The ®nite size e ects for the
dx2 ¡y2 -wave case are small. Hence, these results show that as T is lowered, ¶d grows
fastest and at low T the dominant singlet pairing channel has the dx2 ¡y2 -wave
symmetry.
It is useful to compare the momentum dependence of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave eigenvalue
¿d …p; i!n † at !n ˆ pT (®lled circles) with the usual dx2 ¡y2 -wave gap form Dp ˆ …D0 =2†
…cos px ¡ cos py † (solid curve), since this is often used in modelling the superconducting state of the cuprates. Figure 6.12 shows that the QMC data on
¿d …p; ipT † taken at T ˆ 0:25t follow the usual dx2 ¡y2 -wave form closely.
Finally, the ®lled circles in ®gure 6.13 show the growth of ¶d for U ˆ 4t as the
temperature is lowered, while the open circles represent ¶d for U ˆ 8t. The results on
¶d for U ˆ 8t were obtained as described above. Here, it is seen that ¶d increases
with U=t.
At the lowest temperature where ¶d can be calculated, the system is far from a
Kosterlitz±Thouless superconducting transition which would be signalled by ¶d ! 1.
Hence, while these data imply that at the temperatures where the QMC simulations
L£L

¶s

¶p

¶d

4£4
8£8

0:296 § 0:010
0:264 § 0:007

0:204 § 0:014
0:129 § 0:007

0:184 § 0:016
0:182 § 0:006

Table 2. Finite-size dependence of the Bethe±Salpeter eigenvalues
for T ˆ 0:25t, U ˆ 4t and hni ˆ 0:87.
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Figure 6.12. Comparison of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave eigenfunction ¿d …p; ipT † with the usual dx2 ¡y2 wave form Dp ˆ …D0 =2†…cos px ‡ cos py † for U ˆ 4t, T ˆ 0:25t and hni ˆ 0:87. Here,
both ¿d …p; ipT † and Dp have been normalised to 1 at p ˆ …p; 0†.

Figure 6.13. Temperature dependence of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave eigenvalue ¶d for U ˆ 4t and 8t at
hni ˆ 0:87.

are carried out, the singlet dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations are becoming dominant,
it is not known whether ¶d ! 1 at lower temperatures. Below in section 8.1, these
results on ¶d will be compared with the results of the FLEX calculations.
The QMC calculation of ¶d for the doped case cannot be carried out at any lower
temperatures. However, for half-®lling it is possible to calculate the various pairing
eigenvalues at low T and compare them with the eigenvalues of the Bethe±Salpeter
equation in the AF particle±hole channel, ¶¬ . The leading magnetic eigenvalue ¶1
occurs in an even-frequency s-wave channel with centre-of-mass momentum
Q ˆ …p; p†. In ®gure 6.14, ¶1 is compared with the various pairing eigenvalues for
U ˆ 4t and 8t at half-®lling. As expected, at low temperatures ¶1 reaches 1
asymptotically, signalling the phase transition to the AF state on the 8 £ 8
lattice. Here, it is also seen that as the AF correlations develop at half-®lling, ¶d
becomes the leading pairing eigenvalue while always staying smaller than the
magnetic eigenvalue ¶1 .
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Figure 6.14. Eigenvalues of the particle±hole and the particle±particle Bethe±Salpeter
equations versus T for (a) U ˆ 4t and (b) U ˆ 8t for an 8 £ 8 half-®lled lattice. The
solid points (*) are for the leading eigenvalue ¶1 of the Bethe±Salpeter equation in
the AF particle±hole channel with the center-of-mass momentum Q ˆ …p; p†. The
open symbols denote the even-frequency dx2 ¡y2 -wave (*), and the odd-frequency p
(~) and s-wave (&) eigenvalues of the particle±particle Bethe±Salpeter equation.

6.4. Comparison with the spin-¯uctuation exchange approximation
Various spin-¯uctuation exchange theories have been used for studying dx2 ¡y2 wave pairing for the cuprates (Bickers et al. 1987 and 1989, Moriya et al. 1990,
Monthoux et al. 1991). In this context, it is of interest to see to what extent the
Monte Carlo results for the irreducible vertex can be modelled by a single spin¯uctuation exchange interaction. For this purpose, here we compare the Monte
Carlo data with the approximate form
…q; i!m † ˆ U ‡ 3 g2 U 2 À…q; i!m †:
GSF
I
2

…6:12†

This form is motivated by the single spin-¯uctuation exchange interaction (Berk and
Schrie er 1966, Doniach and Engelsberg 1966), which basically has this form with
g ˆ 1 near the antiferromagneti c instability. The Feynman diagrams illustrating the
single spin-¯uctuation exchange interaction were shown in ®gure 2.1. The factor of
3=2 arises from the two transverse and one longitudinal spin ¯uctuations. In
…
†
calculating GSF
Is with equation (6.12), we will use Monte Carlo results for À q; i!m
ˆ
and also set g 0:8. The corresponding value of 3:2t for the e ective coupling gU is
consistent with the results of the Monte Carlo calculations of the e ective irreducible
vertex in the particle-hole channel, U …q; 0†, which were discussed in section 3.4.
Formally, equation (6.12) is analogous to the e ective interaction in the electron±
phonon superconductor
X
jgq¶ j2 D¶ …q; i!m †;
…6:13†
V …q; i!m † ˆ U ‡
¶

2
where D¶ …q; i!m † is the dressed phonon propagator and jgq¶ j is the renormalized
electron-phonon coupling.
Figure 6.15 (a) shows the single spin-¯uctuation interaction in the singlet channel
…
†
GSF
Is q; i!m versus q at various temperatures. These results compare well with
GIs …q; i!m ˆ 0† seen in ®gure 6.6 (a). Likewise, the comparison of ®gures 6.15 (b)
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Figure 6.15. Single-spin-¯uctuation exchange approximation for the irreducible particle±
particle scattering vertex in the singlet channel GIs …q; i!m †. In (a), GIs versus q is
plotted. In (b), GIs versus !m is plotted for q ˆ …p; p†. These results have been
obtained for U ˆ 4t and hni ˆ 0:87 using the Monte Carlo data on À…q; i!m †.

with ®gure 6.6 (b) shows that the frequency dependence of GSF
Is is in agreement with
the Monte Carlo data. Considering the simplicity of equation (6.12), this agreement
with the Monte Carlo data is quite good. These comparisons suggest that a properly
renormalized single-spin-¯uctuation exchange interaction is capable of reproducing
the basic features of the e ective particle±particle interaction in the weak-tointermediate coupling Hubbard model at temperatures greater or of order J=2.
6.5. Comparison with the perturbation theory
In this section, the perturbation theory results for GIs through third order in U
from Bulut et al. (1995) will be shown. These provide insight into the various
subprocesses contributing to GIs . Figure 6.16 shows the diagrams contributing to GIs
up to third order in U. The dashed line in this ®gure represents the bare Coulomb
repulsion. The diagrams (a) and (h) represent the ®rst two terms in an RPA series
corresponding to the exchange of a longitudinal spin ¯uctuation. Similarly, the loworder contributions arising from the exchange of a transverse spin ¯uctuation are
represented by the diagrams (b) and (e). The diagrams (c) and (d) can be considered
as corrections to diagram (b), where the bare particle±hole irreducible vertex is
renormalized through Kanamori type of particle±particle scatterings (Kanamori
1963). The diagrams ( f ) and (g) represent vertex corrections to the bare interaction
(a).
These diagrams have been evaluated on an 8 £ 8 lattice with U ˆ 4t, and the
results of the various contributions are shown as a function of q for !m ˆ 0 in
®gure 6.17 (a). The frequency dependence for q ˆ …p; p† is shown similarly in
®gure 6.17 (b). Here, the results on GIs are plotted in the same way as in the previous
section. In these ®gures, the ®lled circles represent the diagrams (a) and (h) in
®gure 6.16, and the open circles are for the diagrams (b) and (e). The triangles and
the squares in ®gures 6.17 (a) and (b) represent the contributions of the (c)±(d) and
( f )±(g), respectively. The dominant contributions arise from the leading contributions to the spin-¯uctuation exchange processes (a), (b), (e) and (h), and they give
contributions which peak at q ˆ …p; p†. For !m ˆ 0, both the Kanamori renormalization graphs and the vertex corrections act to reduce the strength of the q ˆ …p; p†
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Figure 6.16. Feynman diagrams contributing to the irreducible particle±particle interaction
through third order in U.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.17. Various diagrams contributing to the irreducible particle±particle interaction
GIs …q; i!m † through third order in U. In (a) the momentum dependence is shown for
!m ˆ 0, and in (b) the frequency dependence is shown for q ˆ …p; p†. Here, the ®lled
circles represent the contribution of the bare U and the longitudinal spin-¯uctuation
exchange (diagrams of type (a) and (h) in ®gure 6.16), the open circles represent the
contribution of the transverse spin ¯uctuations (®gure 6.16 (b) and (e)), the open
squares show the ordinary vertex corrections (®gure 6.16 ( f ) and (g)), and the open
triangles show the Kanamori type of vertex corrections (®gure 6.16 (c) and (d)).
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interaction by about one-third. In ®gure 6.18, the results obtained by summing the
diagrams shown in ®gure 6.16 are compared with the Monte Carlo results for
T ˆ 0:25t. At this temperature, the low-order graphs in ®gure 6.16 are not adequate
to represent the large momentum behaviour of the e ective interaction.
The importance of the vertex corrections to the single spin-¯uctuation exchange
interaction was pointed out by Schrie er (1995). In particular, it was noted that for
large values of the ratio À…q ˆ …p; p†; 0†=À…q ! 0; 0†, the vertex corrections should
suppress the spin-¯uctuation exchange interaction at q ˆ …p; p† momentum transfer.
The diagrams ( f ) and (g) in ®gure 6.16 are the lowest order vertex corrections, and,
indeed, at this level they act to suppress the q ˆ …p ; p† component of GIs as seen in
®gure 6.17. However, the QMC data indicates that the suppression of the peak at
q ˆ …p; p† in GIs is partial. This is because the ratio À…q ˆ …p; p†; 0†=À…q ! 0; 0† is
about 5 rather than being of order 100 at the lowest temperature GIs was calculated
with QMC. Hence, a large AF correlation length is not necessary, and simply weight
in GIs at large momentum transfers is su cient to yield a sizeable attractive
interaction in the dx2 ¡y2 -wave channel.
The results reviewed in this section constitute what has been learned about dx2 ¡y2 wave pairing in the 2D Hubbard model from the determinantal QMC simulations.
These simulations are not carried out at lower temperatures because of the sign
problem, and, hence, it is not possible to know whether superconducting long-range
order develops at lower T (Loh et al. 1990). In ®gure 6.19 (a), the average sign of the
fermion determinants, hsigni, which is de®ned in the Appendix, is plotted as a
function of T at hni ˆ 0:87 for U ˆ 8t and 4t. As the value of hsigni decreases below
1, the statistical error in the QMC data grows rapidly requiring exponentially long
simulation times. In ®gure 6.19 (b), the ®lling dependence of hsigni is shown for
U ˆ 8t at T ˆ 0:5t and 0:33t. These ®gures show the boundary of the parameter
regime of the Hubbard model which cannot be probed because of the sign problem.
However, the DMRG calculations (White 1992) are carried out at zero temperature,
and they have provided valuable information about this regime in the 2-leg Hubbard
ladder. The DMRG studies of the 2-leg Hubbard ladder will be reviewed in the next
section.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.18. Comparison of the perturbation theory results on GIs …q; i!m † through third
order in U with the QMC data. In (a) the momentum dependence is shown for
!m ˆ 0, and in (b) the frequency dependence is shown for q ˆ …p; p†.
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Figure 6.19. (a) Temperature and (b) the ®lling dependence of hsigni. In (a), the results are
shown for U ˆ 8t and 4t at hni ˆ 0:87, and in (b) for U ˆ 8t.

7. 2-Leg Hubbard ladder
The 2-leg Hubbard ladder has been studied using various many-body techniques
such as the DMRG (Noack et al. 1994, 1995, 1996 and 1997), the QMC (Dahm and
Scalapino 1997), the exact diagonalization (Yamaji and Shimoi 1994), and the weakcoupling renormalization group (Balents and Fisher 1996). The results of the
DMRG and the QMC calculations will be reviewed here.
At half-®lling, the ground state of this system does not have AF long-range
order, rather it has a spin gap. Near half-®lling, this model exhibits short-range AF
correlations and power-law decaying dx2 ¡y2 -like superconducting and `4kF ’ CDW
correlations (Noack et al. 1994 and 1996). The DMRG calculations have found that
in the ground state of this system the pair-®eld correlations for the interacting system
can get enhanced with respect to those of the noninteracting (U ˆ 0) system for a
range of the model parameters. This is the ®rst time ever in an exact ground state
calculation for a bulk system that by turning on an onsite Coulomb repulsion the
superconducting correlations get enhanced. For this reason, the 2-leg Hubbard
model is quite important.
Another reason for studying this model is that here it is possible to understand
the mechanism mediating the dx2 ¡y2 -like superconducting correlations by comparing
the DMRG results with the QMC data obtained at relatively low temperatures.
These comparisons indicate that it is the short-range AF ¯uctuations which mediate
the pairing. Furthermore, the pairing is strongest when the model parameters are
such that there is enhanced single-particle spectral weight near the …p; 0† and the
…0; p† points of the Brillouin zone. For U ˆ 8t and hni ˆ 0:875, this occurs when
t? =t ¹ 1:5. In this case, the irreducible particle±particle vertex peaks at momentum
transfers near …p; p † creating optimum conditions for dx2 ¡y2 pairing.
It is also interesting to study the 2-leg Hubbard ladder because the half-®lled
insulating state is spin gapped while in the 2D case there is long-range AF order. In
the cuprates, on the other hand, the undoped system has long-range AF order, and a
spin gapped phase lies between the superconducting and the insulating phases. The
2-leg Hubbard model is a system where the relation between the spin gap and the
superconducting correlations as well as the density correlations can be studied
exactly.
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In section 7.1 below, the DMRG results on the pair-®eld correlation function by
Noack et al. (1997) will be shown for various values of the model parameters. In
order to understand these results better, in section 7.2 the QMC results on the singleparticle spectral weight from Noack et al. (1997), the irreducible particle±particle
interaction and the solution of the Bethe±Salpeter equation from Dahm and
Scalapino (1997) will be presented. In section 7.3, the results on the 2-leg Hubbard
ladder will be compared with those on the 2D case. Later, in section 8.5.3,
comparisons will be made with the superconducting correlations found in the 2-leg
t±J ladder.
7.1. DMRG results
The DMRG calculations found that there are power-law decaying dx2 ¡y2 -wave
pair-®eld correlations in the ground state of the 2-leg Hubbard ladder. The dx2 ¡y2 like internal structure of the pairs can be seen by considering the pair-creation
amplitude
hN2 j…cyr" cyr 0 # ¡ cyr# cyr 0 " †jN1 i

…7:1†

for adding a singlet pair on near-neighbour sites along and across the legs. Here, jN1 i
is the ground state with four holes relative to the half-®lled band and jN2 i is the
ground state with two holes on a 2 £ 16 ladder. The results on the pair amplitude are
shown in ®gure 7.1 for U=t ˆ 8 and t? =t ˆ 1:5. Note the dx2 ¡y2 -like change in the
sign of this matrix element.
Using the DMRG method it is possible to calculate the rung-rung correlation
function
y
D…i; j † ˆ hD…i†D … j †i

…7:2†

in the ground state of the 2-leg Hubbard ladder with the open boundary conditions.
Here,
y
y
y
y
y
D …i† ˆ ci1" ci2# ¡ ci1# ci2"

…7:3†

y

creates a singlet pair across the ith rung, and cik¼ is the electron creation operator
with spin ¼ at the ith site of the kth leg of the 2-leg ladder. The fact that the matrix
elements shown in ®gure 7.1 are ®nite means that this bare pair-creation operator,

Figure 7.1. Schematic drawing of the pair-wave function showing the values of the o y y
y y
diagonal matrix element hN2 j…cr" cr 0 # ¡ cr# cr 0 " †jN1 i for creating a singlet pair between
near-neighbour sites. Here, it is seen that the matrix element for this process is
negative when the singlet-pair is created along a chain, while it is positive across a
rung. This shows the dx2 ¡y2 -like nature of the pairing correlations in the 2-leg
Hubbard ladder.
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which is composed of the bare electron-creation operators cik¼ , has ®nite overlap
with the true pair-creation eigen-operator for this system. In order to minimize the
e ects of the boundaries, here D…i; j † is averaged over six …i; j † pairs with ` ˆ ji ¡ j j
®xed. This averaging starts with symmetrically placed …i; j † values and then proceeds
to shift these to the left and right of the centre. By comparing results obtained on
di erent size lattices, it is possible to control the ®nite size e ects. In the following,
D…`† calculated on the 2 £ 32 lattice will be shown for ` < 20. In this case, the ®nite
size e ects are negligible.
Figure 7.2 shows D…`† versus ` for various values of t? =t with U ˆ 8t and
hni ˆ 0:875. The dashed and the dotted lines represent power-law decays of `¡2 and
¡
` 1 , respectively. In this ®gure, it is seen that D…`† exhibits a power-law decay for
¡
t? =t < 1:6. For t? =t ˆ 1:0, D…`† decays as ` 2 . When t? =t is increased from 1.0 to
…
†
1.4, the strength of D ` gets enhanced and it decays more slowly. For t? =t ˆ 1:6,
D…`† is reduced and it decays faster. Below in section 7.1, it will be seen that when
t? =t > 1:4, the antibonding single-particle band becomes unoccupied, and the
decrease in the strength of the pairing correlations is due to this e ect. Using the
data in ®gure 7.2 for 1 < ` < 18, D…`† has been ®tted to a form
D …` † ˆ

1
`³

…7:4†

with a linear least-squares approximation. The resulting ³ values are plotted as a
function of t? =t for various ®llings in ®gure 7.3. Here, it is seen that the minimum in
³ versus t? =t depends on the ®lling, but it occurs for t? =t ¹ 1:4 near half-®lling. For
t? =t > 1:4, the antibonding band is no longer occupied and the pairing correlations
decrease rapidly. Thus the pairing correlations are enhanced near the point at which

Figure 7.2. Pair-®eld correlation function D…`† versus ` for various values of t? =t with
U ˆ 8t and hni ˆ 0:875.
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Figure 7.3. Exponent ³ versus t? =t for U=t ˆ 8 and various values of hni.

the antibonding band moves through the Fermi level (Noack et al. 1995 and 1997,
Yamaji and Shimoi 1994).
Another measure of the strength of the pair-®eld correlations which can be used
is the average of D…`†=D…1† for rung separations ` ˆ 8 to 12:
1
Dˆ
5

12
X
`ˆ8

D …` †
:
D …1 †

…7:5†

Figure 7.4 shows D versus t? =t for U ˆ 8t at various ®llings. This clearly shows how
sensitively the pairing correlations depend on the value of t? =t. Next, the variation of
D with U=t is shown in ®gure 7.5. In this ®gure, the crosses represent the results for
U ˆ 0. Hence, the onsite Coulomb repulsion can signi®cantly enhance the pairing
correlations for a range of t? =t values. Here, one also observes that the enhancement
of D is strongest for U=t between 3 and 8, which is in the intermediate coupling
regime. In addition, as U=t increases the value of t? =t at which the peak in D occurs
shifts towards smaller values. Hence, the strength of the pairing correlations is a
sensitive function of t? =t, U=t and hni.
These DMRG results have a special place in many-body physics. They represent
the ®rst case in an exact ground-state calculation for a bulk system where the pair®eld correlation function is enhanced by turning on an onsite Coulomb repulsion.
These calculations were carried out on ladders with up to 32 rungs resulting in
negligible ®nite-size e ects. As seen in section 6.1, in the 2D Hubbard model, it was
found that by turning on the Coulomb repulsion the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pair-®eld
susceptibility Pd becomes enhanced with respect to Pd . However, Pd was always
found to be suppressed with respect to the pair-®eld susceptibility P0d of the U ˆ 0
system. This meant that, at these temperatures, the e ective attractive interaction in
the dx2 ¡y2 -wave channel is not su ciently strong to overcome the suppression of Pd
induced by the single-particle self-energy e ects. Here, it is seen that for the 2-leg
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Figure 7.4. Averaged pair-®eld correlation function D versus t? =t for U ˆ 8t and various
values of hni.

Hubbard ladder in the ground state, D can become enhanced over the U ˆ 0 result
for a set of the model parameters.

7.2. QMC results
In order to understand these DMRG results better, in this section QMC data on
the 2-leg Hubbard ladder will be shown.

Figure 7.5. Averaged pair-®eld correlation function D versus t? =t for hni ˆ 0:9375 and
various values of U=t.
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7.2.1. Single-particle spectral weight
The single-particle properties of the 2-leg Hubbard ladder at half-®lling were
studied by Endres et al. (1996). Here, the evolution of the single-particle spectral
weight A…k; !† with t? =t will be shown for the doped case. These data, which were
obtained for a 2 £ 16 ladder with periodic boundary conditions along the chains, are
from Noack et al. (1997). The comparison of the results on A…k; !† and D…`† will
show that the pairing correlations are enhanced for t? =t such that the bottom of the
antibonding band moves through the Fermi level.
The results on A…k; !† were obtained by the maximum-entrop y analytic continuation of the Monte Carlo data. Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show data for U=t ˆ 2 and 4,
respectively. In these ®gures hni ˆ 0:94 and T ˆ 0:125t, and the results are given for
various values of t? =t. Here, A…k; !† is shown for both k? ˆ 0 (bonding) and k? ˆ p
(antibonding) bands as a contour plot in the !±k plane where the intensity of the
shading represents the magnitude of A…k; !† and k is the momentum along the
chains. In the U ˆ 0 system, the quasiparticle dispersion consists of the bonding and
the antibonding bands given by
"k ˆ ¡2t cos k § 2t? ;

…7:6†

where k ˆ …k; k? †. The dotted curves in ®gure 7.6 represent "k for U ˆ 0. Here, it is
seen that the dispersion obtained for U=t ˆ 2 closely follows that of the U ˆ 0
system. Note also that for t? =t ˆ 1:8 the bottom of the antibonding band is located
right at the Fermi level while for t? =t ˆ 2:0 the antibonding band becomes
unoccupied. In ®gure 7.5, it was seen that the pairing correlations for U=t ˆ 2 are
strongest when t? =t ˆ 1:8. This comparison suggests that it is the variation in the

Figure 7.6. Distribution of the single-particle spectral weight A…k; !† in the k and ! plane.
The intensity of the shading indicates the amount of the spectral weight. These results
are for U ˆ 2t, hni ˆ 0:94, T ˆ 0:125t and (a) t? =t ˆ 1:6, (b) 1.8 and (c) 2.0.
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Figure 7.7. Distribution of the single-particle spectral weight A…k; !† in the k and ! plane.
The intensity of the shading indicates the amount of the spectral weight. These results
are for U ˆ 4t, hni ˆ 0:94, T ˆ 0:125t and (a) t? =t ˆ 1:4, (b) 1.6 and (c) 1.8.

single-particle spectral weight with t? =t which controls the dependence of the pairing
correlations on t? =t.
Figure 7.7 shows similar data on A…k; !† for U=t ˆ 4 and t? =t ˆ 1:4, 1.6 and 1.8.
In this case, there are more di erences between the QMC data and the U ˆ 0 results
denoted by the dotted curves. Here, the antibonding band becomes unoccupied for a
smaller value of t? =t ˆ 1:8. One also notices that the top of the bonding and the
bottom of the antibonding bands are ¯attened, especially for t? =t ˆ 1:6, increasing
the amount of the single-particle spectral weight near the Fermi level. This behaviour
is similar to the build up of spectral weight near …p; 0† in the 2D Hubbard model as
discussed in section 5, and in the ARPES experiments on the high-Tc cuprates which
are reviewed by Shen and Dessau (1995).
In the next section, it will be seen that for the 2-leg Hubbard ladder the
irreducible particle±particle scattering vertex GI peaks at …p; p† momentum transfer
as for the 2D Hubbard model. These results suggest that the peaking of GI near …p; p†
momentum transfer along with the enhanced single-particle spectral weight enhances
the pairing correlations, and this is the reason for the strong dependence of D on t? =t
seen in ®gure 7.4.
7.2.2. Irreducible particle±particle interaction
In the previous sections, it has been seen that the 2-leg Hubbard ladder has
power-law dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations in its ground state, and for a range of the
model parameters the pairing correlations can become strong. It is useful to gain
insight into the mechanism which leads to the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations in this
model. For this reason, here the Monte Carlo results on the irreducible particle±
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particle interaction GI of the 2-leg Hubbard ladder will be reviewed. These are results
from Dahm and Scalapino (1997). Comparisons with the magnetic susceptibility
À…q; 0† will show that the short-range AF spin-¯uctuations are responsible for the
momentum structure in GI for q near …p; p†. Using the data on GI and the singleparticle Green’s function G, the Bethe±Salpeter equation will be solved in the
particle±particle channel and the leading singlet pairing channel will be shown to
have dx2 ¡y2 -like symmetry.
Using Monte Carlo simulations, the singlet irreducible vertex GIs …q; i!m † has been
calculated on a 2 £ 16 lattice for U=t ˆ 4 and hni ˆ 0:875 in the same way as
discussed in section 6.2. In addition, here t? =t ˆ 1:5 was chosen so that the system
has strong pairing correlations in the ground state. In ®gure 7.8 (a), GIs …q; i!m ˆ 0† is
plotted as a function of q where q ˆ …q; p† at various temperatures. Here, as in
0
0
section 6, q ˆ p ¡ p is the momentum transfer and p is kept ®xed at …p; 0† while p is
…
†
scanned. At high temperatures, GIs q is ¯at in momentum space with a magnitude
varying between 8t and 10t, and as T is lowered to 0:25t, GIs …q; 0† develops
signi®cant amount of weight at q ˆ …p; p† momentum transfer becoming of order
20t. This behaviour is similar to that seen in section 6 for the 2D Hubbard model.
Figure 7.8 (b) shows the momentum dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
À…q; 0† for the 2-leg Hubbard ladder for the same model parameters. Here, À…q; 0† is
also plotted as a function of q where q ˆ …q; p†. Comparing with ®gure 7.8 (a), one
observes that the evolution of GIs with temperature is closely related to that of
À…q; 0†, which implies that the short-range antiferromagneti c correlations are
responsible for the momentum structure in GIs …q; 0† for q near …p; p†.
7.2.3. Bethe±Salpeter equation
In order to see what type of pairing state is favoured by the irreducible particle±
particle vertex seen in the previous section, here results from the solution of the
Bethe±Salpeter equation
X
T
0
0
0
0
…7:7†
GI …p ¡ p ; i!n ¡ i!n 0 †jG…p ; i!n n †j2 ¿¬ …p ; i!n 0 †
¶¬ ¿¬ …p; i!n † ˆ ¡
N p0
(a)

(b)

Figure 7.8. Monte Carlo results on the momentum dependence of (a) the irreducible
particle±particle interaction in the singlet channel GIs …q; i!m ˆ 0† and (b) the magnetic
susceptibility À…q; i!m ˆ 0†. These results were obtained on a 2 £ 16 lattice for
U ˆ 4t, T ˆ 0:25t, hni ˆ 0:87 and t? ˆ 1:5t.
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Figure 7.9. The leading singlet eigenfunction ¿…p; i!n † versus px where p ˆ …px ; py † and
!n ˆ pT . These results were obtained on a 2 £ 16 lattice for U ˆ 4t, T ˆ 0:25t,
hni ˆ 0:87 and t? ˆ 1:5t.

from Dahm and Scalapino (1997) will be shown. Figure 7.9 shows the momentum
dependence of the leading eigenfunction ¿…p; i!n † at !n ˆ pT for T ˆ 0:25t.
Figures 7.10 (a) and (b) show the dependence of the leading singlet eigenvalue ¶1
on T =t and t? =t, respectively. Note that ¿…p; ipT † peaks near …p; 0† and …0; p†, and it
changes sign between these two points. Hence, in this sense it is dx2 ¡y2 -like, but it
does not have a node since ¿…p; ipT † does not vanish near any of the four Fermi
surface points. In the previous section, we have seen that for t? =t ¹ 1:5, the bonding
band has spectral weight near the Fermi level for p ¹ …p; 0†, and the antibonding
band has spectral weight near the Fermi level for p ¹ …0; p†. Hence, these Fermi
points can be connected by scatterings involving q ˆ …p; p† momentum transfer.
Since GIs is large and repulsive for q ¹ …p; p†, the leading singlet eigenfunction ¿ of
the Bethe±Salpeter equation has opposite signs for p near …p; 0† and …0; p †.
In ®gure 7.10 (a), it is seen that the eigenvalue of the dx2 ¡y2 -like eigenfunction
increases by about an order of magnitude as T is lowered from 1t to 0:25t. However,

Figure 7.10. (a) Temperature and (b) t? =t dependence of the leading singlet eigenvalue ¶1 .
These results were obtained on a 2 £ 16 lattice for U ˆ 4t and hni ˆ 0:87. In (a)
t? =t ˆ 1:5 and in (b) T ˆ 0:25t were used.
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even at T ˆ 0:25t, which is the lowest temperature where the Monte Carlo
calculation of the Bethe±Salpeter eigenvalues can be carried out, the leading singlet
eigenvalue is only about 0.3.
Figure 7.10 (b) shows that at T ˆ 0:25t the leading singlet eigenvalue has in fact a
weak dependence on t? =t, and only a broad peak at t? =t ˆ 1:6 is seen. This is
unexpected considering the strong dependence of D on t? =t seen in the previous
section. It means that at T ˆ 0:25t the pairing interaction has not reached its full
strength and, in addition, the thermal smearing e ects signi®cantly weaken the
pairing correlations which are observed in the ground state by the DMRG technique.
7.3. Comparison of the 2-leg and the 2D Hubbard models
It is interesting to compare these results on the 2-leg ladder with those on the 2D
case seen in section 6. In ®gure 7.10 (b), one sees that at T ˆ 0:25t, U=t ˆ 4 and
t? =t ˆ 1:0, the leading singlet eigenvalue is 0.22, which is slightly larger than
¶d ˆ 0:18 at the same U=t, hni and T=t values for the 2D case. For t? =t ˆ 1:0,
¡
the DMRG calculations ®nd that D…`† varies approximatel y as ` 2 in the ground
state and, hence, the pairing correlations are only as strong as in the U ˆ 0 case. If
one just uses this comparison of the eigenvalues for the 2-leg and the 2D cases, then
one would expect weak pairing correlations in the ground state of the 2D Hubbard
model. However, in 2D, ¶d for U ˆ 8t is found to be higher than for U ˆ 4t at
T ˆ 0:5t. Furthermore, from the DMRG calculations one knows that when t? =t is
tuned to the right value, in the 2-leg ladder strong pairing correlations can develop.
A similar dependence on the model parameters, such as the second-nearest0
neighbour hopping t , could exist in the 2D Hubbard model.
It has been seen above that the QMC results on the irreducible particle±particle
vertex of the 2-leg ladder are similar to those on the 2D Hubbard model. In the
ground state of the 2-leg ladder, the DMRG calculations ®nd enhanced dx2 ¡y2 -wave
pairing correlations in a certain range of the parameters. Both in the 2D and the 2leg models, we have seen that, when doped with holes there are short-range AF
correlations and that they strongly in¯uence the low-energy single-particle properties. In both cases, short-range AF correlations cause GI …q; 0† to peak at …p; p†
momentum transfer. It needs to be noted that the pairing correlations observed in
these two models do not require a particularly sharp peak in GI …q; 0† at q ˆ …p; p†,
but rather simply weight at large momentum transfers.
Currently, it is not possible to determine whether the doped 2D Hubbard model
has long-range dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting order in its ground state or, if it did,
whether it would be su cient to explain superconducting transition temperatures as
high as those found in the cuprates. In spite of this, the results discussed above show
that e ects which increase the single-particle spectral weight near the …p; 0† and …0; p†
points of the Brillouin zone as well as e ects which increase the strength of the
particle±particle interaction at …p; p † momentum transfer will act to enhance dx2 ¡y2 wave pairing.
It is possible that the strength of the dx2 ¡y2 pairing correlations in the ground
state of the 2D Hubbard model depends sensitively on the model parameters such as
0
the second-nearest-neighbou r hopping t in a way similar to what is seen for the 2-leg
ladder in section 7. In the 2-leg case, the pairing correlations are as weak as those of
the U ˆ 0 system when t? ˆ t. However, when t? =t is tuned so that the ¯at bands are
located near the Fermi level, the system exhibits enhanced pairing correlations. It is
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possible that the 2D Hubbard model with only near-neighbour hopping similarly
exhibits weak pairing correlations in the ground state, but there can be enhanced
0
pairing when an additional parameter such as t is tuned. In the 2-leg ladder case, the
value of t? =t for which the ¯at bands are near the Fermi level is renormalized by the
0
Coulomb repulsion. Similarly, in the 2D case, the optimum value of t could be
renormalized, and it is di cult to estimate it in advance. In a bilayer Hubbard
model, the bilayer coupling could also play a role. These are issues which need to be
resolved by exact techniques in the future.
Beyond these, one would expect that any additional contribution to the
irreducible electron±electron interaction which is repulsive for q ¹ …p; p† momentum
transfers or attractive for q ¹ 0 would act to enhance the dx2 ¡y2 pairing, when added
to the 2D or the 2-leg Hubbard system. For instance, when a phonon mediated
interaction which is most attractive for q ¹ 0 momentum transfers is added to an AF
spin-¯uctuation exchange interaction, it is found within the t-matrix approximation
that the dx2 ¡y2 eigenvalue is enhanced (Bulut and Scalapino 1996). However, it is
necessary to study such e ects using exact techniques.
It could also be possible to design ¯at band dispersion near the Fermi level by
controlling the lattice geometry and parameters (Imada and Kohno 2000). Imada
and Kohno have carried out exact diagonalization calculations for a 1D 16-site t±J
model with additional three-site terms and longer range hoppings. By tuning the
longer-range hopping parameters, they have created ¯at band dispersion near the
Fermi level and, in this case, they ®nd an enhanced spin gap and an enhanced
tendency for pairing. They have also proposed various multiband models which
could exhibit ¯at bands near the Fermi level and enhanced pairing.
Even though for the 2D case the low-doping and the low-temperature regime
where a spin gap could exist is beyond the reach of the exact techniques, in the 2-leg
case the spin gap Ds can attain large values. In the doped 2-leg ladder, Ds is
maximum when the bottom of the antibonding band is near the Fermi level (Noack
et al. 1996). For instance, for U ˆ 8t, hni ˆ 0:875 and t? ˆ 1:5t, the spin gap has the
value of 0:06t, which corresponds to º 300 K for a t of order 0.45 eV.
It is also useful to compare the density correlations seen in the 2-leg and the 2D
Hubbard models. With the DMRG method (Noack et al. 1996), the following
density-density correlation function has been calculated for the 2 £ 32 Hubbard
ladder,
S …i; j; ¶† ˆ hni¶ nj1 i ¡ hni¶ ihnj1 i:

…7:8†

Here, ni¶ is the electron occupation number at the ith site of chain ¶. By Fourier
transforming, S …q† has been obtained for U ˆ 8t, hni ˆ 0:875 and various values of
t? =t. No obvious feature is found in S …q† at the `2kF ’ wave vector of the 2-leg
Hubbard ladder, which is q* ˆ …q*; p† with q* ˆ phni. On the other hand, a feature
is observed at the `4kF ’ wave vector, which corresponds to …p=4; 0† for hni ˆ 0:875.
Especially for t? =t ˆ 1:5, this feature becomes more obvious. In order to isolate the
`4kF ’ component of the density correlations, a correlation function N …q† involving
four density operators has been calculated. This correlation function exhibits a clear
peak at …p=4; 0† for both t? =t ˆ 1:0 and 1.5, and in real space it decays as power law,
while S …i; j; ¶† decays exponentially.
The results on the 2-leg Hubbard ladder show that, when doped, this model
exhibits simultaneously short-range AF correlations and power-law decaying dx2 ¡y2 like superconducting and `4kF ’ density correlations. For t? =t ¹ 1:5, the super-
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conducting correlations decay more slowly than the `4kF ’ density correlations. The
2D Hubbard model also exhibits short-range AF and dx2 ¡y2 superconducting
correlations. In addition, the QMC data on the 2D case seen in section 4 imply
that the features found in the density susceptibility P…q; i!m ˆ 0† might be related to
the `4kF ’ wave vectors rather than `2kF ’ for large U=t. Hence, the 2-leg and the 2D
Hubbard models, when doped, appear to have similar magnetic, superconducting
and density properties. Furthermore, in both cases, the single-particle dispersion
near the …p; 0† and …0; p† points get ¯attened by the many-body e ects. These ¯at
bands also seem to play a key role in determining the strength of the pairing
correlations in both models. At this point, it is necessary to note that in order to
compare the 2-leg Hubbard model with the 2D case, one should not use isotropic
hopping, t? =t ˆ 1:0, since in this case the Fermi surface points are not connected by
scatterings involving Q ¹ …p; p† momentum transfers. Instead, anisotropic hopping,
where the bonding and the antibonding Fermi surface points can be connected by
…p; p† scatterings, need to be used.
Finally, an important question is whether the 2D Hubbard model exhibits spincharge separation as in the 1D case (Kivelson et al. 1987, Anderson et al. 1987).
While the 2D case cannot be resolved currently, in the 2-leg Hubbard ladder no
indications of spin-charge separation as in the 1D Hubbard model have been found
(Noack et al. 1996).

8. Discussion
The numerical results discussed above point out that the short-range AF spin
¯uctuations are responsible for the dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting correlations. The
relation of the AF spin ¯uctuations to the dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconductivity has been
studied using various diagrammatic approaches. Perhaps, the most commonly used
of these approaches is the ¯uctuation exchange (FLEX) approximation (Bickers et
al. 1989), which self-consistently treats the ¯uctuations in the magnetic, density and
the pairing channels. The FLEX technique has been used for obtaining possible
phase diagrams and the estimates of the superconducting transition temperatures. In
section 8.1 below, a comparison of the QMC data with the results of the FLEX
approach to the 2D Hubbard model will be carried out for the single-particle and the
pairing properties. The purpose of this comparison is to have an idea for the range of
applicability of the FLEX approximation, and see how it should be extended further.
Another reason for carrying out such a comparison is because the Eliashberg type of
calculations of the Tc ’s using the spin ¯uctuations for the cuprates (Monthoux and
Pines 1992) or the similar self-consistent spin-¯uctuation exchange calculations
(Moriya et al. 1990) are basically at the same level with the FLEX approximation.
Hence, it is of interest to compare with the exact QMC calculations.
It will be seen that for U ˆ 4t, the FLEX provides results in excellent agreement
with the QMC data on the density of states N …!† and the Bethe±Salpeter eigenvalues
in the pairing channel at the temperatures where the QMC calculations are carried
out, as found earlier (Bickers et al. 1989). For stronger coupling U ˆ 8t, there are
di erences between the FLEX and the QMC results. The correlated metallic band
which develops by doping the AF Mott±Hubbard insulator is not obtained within
FLEX and this a ects the strength of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations.
Following this, in section 8.2, other types of Monte Carlo approaches to the
Hubbard model, in particular the variational and the projector Monte Carlo
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algorithms, will be brie¯y discussed. In section 8.3, the results of the recent
dynamical-cluste r approximation and the one-loop RG calculations for dx2 ¡y2
pairing in the 2D Hubbard model will be discussed. There is also much interest in
understanding the unusual normal state properties of the cuprates in the pseudogap
regime. The origin and the implications of the pseudogap are important issues in this
®eld. In section 8.4, various calculations on the low-doping regime of the 2D
Hubbard model will be discussed brie¯y and their results will be compared with
the pseudogap seen in the cuprates.
The t±J model which is closely related to the Hubbard model has also drawn
broad attention. It is useful to compare the QMC and the DMRG results on the
Hubbard model with the numerical studies of the t±J model. Below, in section 8.5,
such a comparison will be given. Here, the attention will be concentrated on the
density and the pairing properties since that is where there are unresolved issues. A
question of interest is whether in the ground state of the doped 2D Hubbard model
there are special density correlations as seen in the t±J model, for instance, phase
separation or stripes, and if so, whether they would suppress the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing
correlations observed at higher temperatures with the QMC simulations.
In section 8.6, what these numerical studies of the Hubbard model imply for the
mechanism of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconductivity seen in the high-Tc cuprates will be
discussed. The issue which will be addressed here is whether the 2D Hubbard model,
or some variation of it, is su cient for explaining why the Tc ’s values found in the
cuprates are so high.

8.1. Comparisons with the ¯uctuation-exchang e approach to the 2D Hubbard model
The FLEX approximation was used ®rst by Bickers et al. to study dx2 ¡y2 -wave
superconductivity in the 2D Hubbard model (Bickers et al. 1989, Bickers and White
1991). This approach self-consistently incorporates the ¯uctuations in the magnetic,
density and the pairing channels. It is an approximation around the band limit, and
it is conserving in the sense that the microscopic conservation laws for the particle
number, energy, and momentum are obeyed. Within FLEX, it is found that the
dx2 ¡y2 pairing correlations are mediated by the AF spin ¯uctuations. The phase
diagram of the U ˆ 4t Hubbard model within the FLEX approximation is shown in
®gure 8.1. The FLEX calculations ®nd a ®nite mean-®eld Neel temperature at half®lling and at small dopings up to 6%. Neighbouring the SDW phase is a dx2 ¡y2 -wave
superconducting phase which is stabilized for dopings between 6 and 20%. Note that
in the 2D Hubbard model, a ®nite Neel temperature is not possible and only a
Kosterlitz±Thouless type of superconducting transition can occur. Hence, the ®nite
transition temperatures seen in ®gure 8.1 represent transitions to regimes where the
dx2 ¡y2 correlations have a power law decay at ®nite T. In order to induce true longrange order at ®nite temperature, three dimensional couplings would be required.
In addition, using the FLEX approximation the e ects of the nearest-neighbou r
0
hopping t has been investigated for the 2D Hubbard model (Monthoux and
Scalapino 1994, Dahm and Tewordt 1995). This approach has also been used for
studying a three-band CuO2 model which has nearest neighbour copper±oxygen
hopping and an onsite Coulomb repulsion at the Cu sites (Luo and Bickers 1993).
The solutions of the FLEX equations in the dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting state were
also obtained (Pao and Bickers 1994 and 1995, Monthoux and Scalapino 1994,
Dahm and Tewordt 1995).
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Figure 8.1. Sketch of the phase diagram of the 2D Hubbard model within the
FLEX approximation for U ˆ 4t. [From Bickers et al. (1989), and Bickers and White
(1991) by kind permission.]

In the following, a comparison of the FLEX results with the QMC data will be
carried out using results from Dahm and Bulut (1996). First the single-particle
properties and then the pairing correlations will be discussed. Figure 8.2 compares
the QMC data on the density of states N …!† with the FLEX results for various values
of U=t at hni ˆ 0:87. While for U ˆ 4t, the results from the two di erent approaches
are similar at these temperatures, there are qualitative di erences for U ˆ 8t and 12t.
The Fermi level within FLEX moves slower with the doping at large U=t. The
correlated metallic band at the Fermi level as well as the lower and the upper
Hubbard bands and the Mott-Hubbard pseudogap are not obtained within the
FLEX approximation. For U ˆ 4t and T ˆ 0:33t, the FLEX and the QMC results
have similar qualitative features. However, at lower temperatures N …!† could
develop a pseudogap for U ˆ 4t also. Figure 8.3 shows the temperature evolution
of N …!† for U ˆ 8t and hni ˆ 0:87 within the FLEX approximation. Comparing this
with ®gure 5.3, one sees that the di erences with the QMC data continue to exist as
T is lowered. In ®gure 8.4, the QMC and the FLEX results on N …!† are compared at
half-®lling for U ˆ 8t and T ˆ 0:5t. Here, it is seen that the development of the
Mott-Hubbard gap at half-®lling is not obtained within FLEX.

Figure 8.2. Comparison of the FLEX and the QMC results on N …!† versus ! at hni ˆ 0:875
for (a) U ˆ 4t, (b) U ˆ 8t, and (c) U ˆ 12t. In (a) and (b) T ˆ 0:33t was used and in
(c) T ˆ 0:5t. Here, the vertical long-dashed and the short-dashed lines denote the
chemical potential for the FLEX and the QMC calculations, respectively.
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Figure 8.3. Temperature evolution of N …!† versus ! within the FLEX approximation for
U ˆ 8t and hni ˆ 0:875. Here, the vertical long-dashed line denotes the chemical
potential.

Figure 8.4. Comparison of the FLEX and the QMC results on N …!† versus ! at half-®lling
for U ˆ 8t and T ˆ 0:5t.

Next, the FLEX results on the dx2 ¡y2 -wave eigenvalue ¶d of the Bethe±Salpeter
equation in the particle±particle channel will be shown. In ®gure 8.5, ¶d is plotted as
a function of T=t for U=t ˆ 4 and 8 in the temperature regime where the QMC data
exist. Here, it is seen that as U=t increases from 4 to 8, ¶d changes by a small amount.
For U ˆ 4t, the FLEX results on ¶d versus T=t are in good agreement with the
QMC data. However, for U ˆ 8t the FLEX approximation underestimate s ¶d by
about a factor of two. This is the major di erence between the QMC and the FLEX
results on ¶d . Within FLEX the e ective pairing interaction is also attractive in the
odd-frequency s and p-wave channels, in addition to the even-frequency d-wave
channel.
Comparing ®gures 5.3 and 8.3, one sees that the density of states at the Fermi
level is also underestimated by about a factor of two within FLEX. From the simple
spin-¯uctuation exchange form of equation (2.1), one expects that the dx2 ¡y2 -wave
pairing interaction increases with U=t. As discussed in section 6.2, the QMC data
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Figure 8.5. Temperature dependence of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave eigenvalue within the FLEX
approximation at hni ˆ 0:875 for U ˆ 4t and 8t.

also shows that the reducible vertex Gs becomes enhanced as U=t is increased from 4
to 8, even though the irreducible vertex GIs could not be obtained for this value of
U=t. Hence, it must be that the FLEX approach underestimates the amount of the
single-particle spectral weight at the Fermi level, and this causes the dx2 ¡y2 -wave
eigenvalue to be smaller with respect to the QMC value.
Here, it is seen that the correlated metallic band which forms upon doping the
AF Mott±Hubbard insulator is not obtained within FLEX, which appears to be the
cause why the FLEX underestimates ¶d for U ˆ 8t. Whether similar e ects could
take place when a CDW insulator is doped is an interesting problem.
Above, it has been seen that within FLEX ¶d has a weak dependence on U=t at
temperatures between 0:25t and 1:0t. Related to this is ®gure 8.6 which shows the
transition temperature Tc obtained within FLEX as a function of U=t. Here, it is
seen that Tc has a broad peak at U ¹ 6t. In this section, it has been seen that the
FLEX underestimates the strength of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing when U is of order 8t.
An important question raised by these comparisons is whether for U ¹ 8t the Tc

Figure 8.6. Superconducting transition temperature Tc versus U=t within the FLEX
approximation for hni ˆ 0:875. [From Pao and Bickers (1994) by kind permission.]
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should be higher than 0:025t. There is a chance that the maximum possible Tc in the
2D Hubbard model is higher than the FLEX estimate. However, note that these
values for Tc are just estimates for a possible Kosterlitz±Thouless transition. In fact,
the ground state of the doped 2D Hubbard model is not known, and it is currently
beyond the reach of the exact many-body calculations.
8.2. Other Monte Carlo results on the 2D Hubbard model
The QMC data presented in the previous sections were obtained with the
determinantal Monte Carlo technique (White et al. 1989b). Variational and
projector Monte Carlo algorithms were also used for studying the 2D Hubbard
model. However, these approaches have arrived at di erent conclusions about the
possibility of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing. In this section, some of these calculations will
be reviewed brie¯y.
In order to see whether superconducting long-range order develops in the ground
state of the doped 2D Hubbard model, zero-temperature projector Monte Carlo
calculations have been carried out (Imada 1991, Furukawa and Imada 1992). In
these calculations, an optimized initial state was used as a guiding function,
mitigating the sign problem but making the calculation variational rather than
exact. With this technique, the equal-time pair-®eld correlation functions were
calculated for the s, extended s and the dx2 ¡y2 -wave singlet pairing channels.
However, no size dependence was found in the data, which implies that there is
no long-range superconducting order with these symmetries in the ground state.
The constrained-pat h Monte Carlo (CPMC) algorithm developed by Zhang et al.
(1995) is a variational method which starts from a trial wave function jC T i and uses
the same jCT i as a constraining wave function, as the simulation is carried out in the
space of the Slater determinants. In calculations on up to 16 £ 16 lattices, freeelectron and unrestricted Hartree±Fock wave functions were used as jCT i, however
no dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting long-range order was found (Zhang et al. 1997). The
CPMC method has been extended by using as the constraining function a dx2 ¡y2 wave BCS wave function (Guerrero et al. 1999). Superconducting long-range order
was not found in this case either. An important issue is how well the constraining
function describes the correlations in the Hubbard model. In fact, a comparison of
the CPMC and the DMRG results, which will be discussed later in section 8.5.1, has
been carried out for the magnetic and the density correlations in the 12 £ 3 Hubbard
model (Bonca et al. 2000). This comparison has found that the CPMC results depend
sensitively on the constraining wave function especially for large U=t ¹ 8. In this
respect, it would be useful to test how well the CPMC method describes the dx2 ¡y2 like superconducting correlations found in the 2-leg Hubbard ladder. For instance, it
is known from the DMRG calculations that in the 2-leg Hubbard ladder for
U=t ˆ 8, t? =t ¹ 1:5 and near half-®lling the pair-®eld correlation function D…`†
¡
decays as ` ³ , where ³ 9 1:0. It would be useful to see whether the CPMC method
describes the power-law pairing correlations which exist in the 2-leg Hubbard ladder.
Another variational Monte Carlo approach uses as the trial wave function
(Nakanishi et al. 1997, Yamaji et al. 1998)
jC T i ˆ PN PG jCBCS i;

…8:1†

jC BCS i ˆ P k …uk ‡ vk cyk" cy¡k# †j0i

…8:2†

where
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is the usual dx2 ¡y2 -wave BCS wave function,
PG ˆ Pi ‰1 ¡ …1 ¡ g†ni" ni# Š;

…8:3†

is the Gutzwiller projection operator, and PN is an operator which projects out states
with electron number N. In this method, the magnitude of the dx2 ¡y2 -wave gap
function entering the usual BCS coe cients uk and vk , the parameter g, and the
chemical potential · are used as variational parameters, and their values are
determined by minimizing the ground state energy with a Monte Carlo simulation.
With this method it is found that, for ®llings between 0.84 and 0.68, the dx2 ¡y2 -wave
state has the lowest energy, and for hni 0 0:84 an SDW state is favoured. In
0
addition, when a next-nearest-neighbou r hopping term t is turned on, the superconducting condensation energy becomes enhanced. For instance, for U ˆ 8t this
0
enhancement is maximum when t º ¡0:1t. It should be noted that this method was
also applied to the 2-leg Hubbard ladder (Koike et al. 2000). In this case, the gap
function was assumed to take momentum-independen t values D1 and D2 on the
bonding and the antibonding bands. Treating D1 and D2 as variational parameters, it
was found that a superconducting state with dx2 ¡y2 -like symmetry is stabilized when
the bottom of the antibonding band is near the Fermi level, which is in agreement
with the exact-diagonalizatio n (Yamaji and Shimoi 1994) and the DMRG (Noack et
al. 1995 and 1997) calculations.
Next, a projector Monte Carlo approach (Husslein et al. 1996) will be discussed
where the ground state wave function of the 2D Hubbard model is estimated from
jCg i ˆ exp…³H †jC 0 i:

…8:4†

Here, jC0 i is the ground state of the non-interacting electrons and the parameter ³ is
taken to be about 8 on a 12 £ 12 lattice. This approach has been used to calculate the
dx2 ¡y2 -wave pair-®eld correlation function in the weak-coupling regime,
0:5t < U < 3t, near half-®lling. It is found that the system has long-range dx2 ¡y2 0
0
wave pairing correlations for negative values of t , for instance, at t ˆ ¡0:3t for
U ˆ 2t.
In this section, it was seen that various approaches arrive at di erent conclusions
about dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing in the 2D Hubbard model. This emphasises the importance of the choice of the trial wave functions and points out the need for carrying out
calculations without introducing approximations .
8.3. Dynamical cluster approximation and RG calculations for dx2 ¡y2 pairing in the
2D Hubbard model
Recently, the dynamical cluster approximation (Maier et al. 2000) and the oneloop renormalization-grou p method employing a 2D Fermi surface (Zanchi and
Schulz 2000, Halboth and Metzner 2000, Honerkamp et al. 2001) were used for
studying dx2 ¡y2 pairing in the 2D Hubbard model. In this section, the ®ndings of
these studies will be discussed brie¯y.
When the in®nite dimensions limit of the Hubbard model is taken with proper
scaling, the many-body problem becomes local (Metzner and Vollhardt 1989,
MuÈller-Hartman 1989), and it can be mapped to an Anderson impurity problem,
which can then be solved with various many-body techniques (Pruschke et al. 1995,
Georges et al. 1996). This is called the dynamical mean-®eld approximation
(DMFA). The DMFA is interesting because it is a strong coupling technique. For
instance, for large U=t and o of half-®lling, the DMFA yields a narrow peak in
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N …!† near the Fermi level (Jarrell 1992), which is also seen in the 2D QMC data.
However, the DMFA does not incorporate the non-local correlations, and hence it is
not possible to study dx2 ¡y2 pairing with it. The DCA incorporates the non-local
corrections to DMFA by mapping the lattice problem onto an embedded cluster of
size Nc , rather than onto an impurity problem.
p



 In DCA calculations, the dynamical
correlation length is restricted to L ˆ Nc , and the DCA would become exact for
Nc ! 1, while it reduces to DMFA for Nc ˆ 1. With this approach, the mean-®eld
dx2 ¡y2 superconducting Tc ’s were calculated for Nc ˆ 4 by using the non-crossing
approximation to solve the cluster problem (Maier et al. 2000). For U ˆ 12t, it is
found that Tc has the maximum value of º 0:05t for about 20% doping. It is also
found that Tc increases for positive values of the second-nearest-neighbou r hopping
0
0
t , and decreases for negative values of t . This result agrees with the DMRG
0
calculations on the t±J model which ®nd dx2 ¡y2 pairing for t > 0 (White and
Scalapino 1998a). With DCA, the low doping regime of the 2D Hubbard model
was also studied, and these results will be discussed in section 8.4.
After the discovery of the high Tc cuprates, the one-loop RG approach was
extended from 1D to 2D in order to study this problem (Dzyaloshinskii 1987, Schulz
1987, Lederer et al. 1987). The RG calculations are interesting, because with this
technique the particle±particle and the particle±hole channels are treated on an equal
footing. These studies focused on the scattering processes between the Fermi surface
regions near the van Hove singularities. For the 2D Hubbard model, the AF SDW
state at half-®lling and the dx2 ¡y2 superconducting state induced by AF ¯uctuations
away from half-®lling were found (Schulz 1987, Lederer et al. 1987). The scatterings
involving the full 2D Fermi surface were taken into account with the work of Zanchi
and Schulz (2000), who studied the RG ¯ows using a 32-patch discretization of the
0
2D Fermi surface for t ˆ 0. These calculations found two di erent regimes, one
dominated by the AF correlations and the other by the dx2 ¡y2 pairing. The 2D RG
0
calculations were also extended to the t 6ˆ 0 case (Halboth and Metzner 2000). In
0 6ˆ
the calculations for t
0 by Honerkamp et al. (2001), an intermediate regime is
found between the two regimes dominated by the AF correlations and dx2 ¡y2 pairing.
In this intermediate regime, there are competing AF and dx2 ¡y2 superconducting
0
correlations. This regime exists only for sizeable t < 0 and it exhibits features which
are similar to those seen in the pseudogap regime of the cuprates, which will be
discussed in the following section. Honerkamp et al. extracted a temperature versus
0
doping phase diagram from the 2D RG ¯ows for the 2D Hubbard model with t < 0,
which is similar to that of the cuprates.
In spite of these interesting results it has to be kept in mind that the dynamical
correlation length in DCA is cut o by the size of the cluster and the one-loop RG is
a weak-coupling approach. In addition, in RG calculations the single-particle selfenergy corrections are not included at the one-loop level. In section 8.1, it was seen
that the single-particle self-energy corrections could play an important role in
determining the strength of pairing. It should also be noted that, while the RG
0
®nds that the regime with t < 0 is favoured, in the DCA calculations the mean-®eld
0
Tc ’s are higher for t > 0. These are some of the reasons why exact results are
necessary in order to reach a ®nal conclusion.
8.4. Low-doping regime of the 2D Hubbard model
In the normal state of the underdoped cuprates, a pseudogap is seen in the
¤
excitation spectrum below a temperature T which depends on the doping. The
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nature of the pseudogap is an important problem in this ®eld and there exist a wide
range of ideas about its origin and its implications (M 2 S-HTSC VI proceedings
2000). In this section, various calculations which have been carried out for exploring
whether there is a pseudogap regime in the 2D Hubbard model will be discussed.
Jaklic and Prelovsek (2000) gives a review of the numerical calculations on the t±J
model at ®nite temperatures, and compares the results of these calculations with the
anomalous normal-state properties of the cuprates including the pseudogap.
The normal state pseudogap, while exhibiting dependence on the material
properties, is seen in the uniform magnetic susceptibility, the low-frequency optical
conductivity, the ARPES spectrum and various other measurements of the electronic
properties. An interesting feature of the normal state pseudogap observed in the
ARPES spectrum is that it is anisotropic on the Fermi surface: the pseudogap has
maximum amplitude near the …p; 0† and …0; p† points of the Brillouin zone and it is
minimum for wave vectors near …p=2; p =2† (Ding et al. 1996, Ronning et al. 1998).
Kampf and Schrie er ®rst discussed the possibility of a pseudogap within the
spin-bag approach for the 2D Hubbard model (Kampf and Schrie er 1990a and
1990b). They showed how a pseudogap could develop because of the AF ¯uctuations
already at the one-loop level for the single-particle self-energy as the AF instability is
approached. In the FLEX calculations, it was also found that a pseudogap opens in
the density of states when the strength of the short-range AF ¯uctuations increases
(Dahm and Tewordt 1995).
In spite of the sign problem, there are QMC data on A…p; !† at temperatures as
low as 0:25t in the underdoped regime (Preuss et al. 1997). These data show
indications that a pseudogap opens in A…p; !† as T decreases. In particular, for
hni ’ 0:95, it is seen that spectral weight above the Fermi level for p between …p; 0†
and …p; p† decreases gradually as T decreases from 0:5t to 0:25t. In these calculations,
the pseudogap has been attributed to the AF spin correlations, which are becoming
larger than a lattice spacing for T < 0:3t in the underdoped regime. However, to
enable direct comparisons with the experimental data on the pseudogap, it would be
necessary to reach temperatures below 0:1t.
0
In recent one-loop RG calculations for the Hubbard model with t < 0, a saddlepoint regime is found between the AF ordered and the dx2 ¡y2 superconducting
regimes (Honerkamp et al. 2001). This regime exhibits features similar to those seen
in the pseudogap regime of the cuprates. Here, the uniform magnetic and charge
susceptibilities ¯ow to zero because of the pairing and the umklapp-scattering
processes, respectively. The possible existence of an umklapp-gappe d spin-liquid
phase was suggested in earlier RG calculations where a two-patch discretization of
the Brillouin zone was used (Furukawa et al. 1998). The similarity of this regime to
the spin-gapped phase in the 2-leg Hubbard ladder was also noted. Because of the
umklapp scatterings, in this regime, the sections of the Fermi surface which are near
the …p; 0† and …0; p† points are truncated while at wave vectors near …p=2; p=2†
gapless single-particle excitations remain. Clearly, these results are useful for
interpreting a number of experimental data on the underdoped cuprates and, in
particular, the ARPES data.
The DCA calculations have also found interesting results on this subject
(Huscroft et al. 2001). Using this method, the low-doping and the low-temperature
regime of the 2D Hubbard model was studied. Here, QMC simulations were used to
solve the embedded lattice problem with Nc ˆ 8. It was found that, as T is lowered,
an anisotropic pseudogap develops in A…p; !† and, in addition, the uniform magnetic
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susceptibility À…T † is suppressed. In particular, for hni ˆ 0:95, U ˆ 6t and
T ˆ 0:06t, a pseudogap is found in A…p; !† for p ˆ …p; 0† and …0; p† and not for
…p=2; p=2†. For these values of U=t and hni, a mean-®eld dx2 ¡y2 superconducting
transition temperature of Tc ’ 0:04t is obtained with the DCA. In addition, a sharp
drop in À…T † is observed near the temperature where the pseudogap in A…p; !†
opens. In these calculations, the downturn in À…T † has been attributed to the
development of the AF correlations.
These results support the idea that perhaps the normal state pseudogap seen in
the cuprates could be understood within a 2D Hubbard framework. However, there
still exist a wide range of ideas about the origin of the pseudogap, and it is one of the
important unresolved issues in this ®eld.
8.5. Comparisons with the t±J model
In the large U=t limit, the Hubbard model reduces to (Hirsch 1985)
X y
X
…ci;¼ cj;¼ ‡ cyj;¼ ci;¼ † ‡ J
…Si ¢ Sj ¡ 1 n i n j †
H ˆ ¡t
4
hi; j i;¼

¡J
4

XX
i;¼ ¯6ˆ¯

0

hi; j i

…cyi‡¯;¼ cyi;¡¼ ci;¡¼ ci‡¯ 0 ;¼ ¡ cyi‡¯;¡¼ cyi;¼ ci;¡¼ ci‡¯ 0 ;¼ †;

…8:5†

where J ˆ 4t2 =U, and the double occupancy of a site is not allowed. In equation
0
(8.5), i ‡ ¯ and i ‡ ¯ sum over the nearest neighbours of site i. The last sum in this
expression, which involves operators acting at three di erent sites, is usually dropped
and what remains is called the t±J model. Clearly, the t±J and the Hubbard models
have di erences. The numerical studies of the t±J model have produced valuable
information about the magnetic, density and the superconducting correlations in this
system. Reviews of these studies were given by Dagotto (1994) and Jaklic and
Prelovsek (2000). In this section, the density and the pairing correlations in the t±J
and the Hubbard models will be compared.
In section 8.5.1, the results on the phase separation and the density correlations
in the 2D t±J model obtained with various numerical techniques are discussed. These
data will be compared with the CPMC and the DMRG calculations for the 12 £ 3
Hubbard lattice. In section 8.5.2, the nature of the pairing correlations seen in the 2D
t±J model are compared with those in the 2D Hubbard model. The results on the 2leg t±J and Hubbard ladders are compared in section 8.5.3.
8.5.1. Comparisons with the density correlations in the 2D t±J model
The QMC simulations (Moreo and Scalapino 1991) and the exact-diagonalization (Dagotto et al. 1992b) calculations on the 2D Hubbard model found no
indication of phase separation of the system into hole-rich and hole-poor regions.
The 2-leg Hubbard ladder shows no evidence for phase separation either (Noack et
al. 1994). In contrast to the Hubbard model, the 2D t±J model phase separates at
any electron ®lling for su ciently large values of the interaction strength J=t.
Various techniques including the variational and the exact-diagonalizatio n calculations (Emery et al. 1990), the high-temperatur e series expansions (Putikka et al.
1992), and the exact-diagonalizatio n calculations (Dagotto 1994) were used for
studying phase separation in the t±J model. Recently, the Green’s function Monte
Carlo (GFMC) (Hellberg and Manousakis 1997, 1999 and 2000, Calandra et al.
1998) and the DMRG (White and Scalapino 1998a, Rommer et al. 2000) were used
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for obtaining the phase-separatio n boundary in the t±J model. Currently, where the
true phase-separatio n boundary lies is controversial , since the approaches noted
above arrive at di erent conclusions.
Emery et al. (1990) suggested that the 2D t±J model phase separates at all
interaction strengths. Subsequent calculations found that the phase separation
occurs only for J 0 t, as indicated by the solid curve in ®gure 8.7 (Putikka et al.
1992). However, recently, the GFMC calculations (Calandra et al. 1998) suggested
that the phase-separatio n boundary might occur at lower J=t values near half-®lling.
This is indicated by the empty circles in ®gure 8.7. In these calculations, next to the
phase-separatio n boundary lies the regime where the doped holes form dx2 ¡y2 -wave
pairs. The recent GFMC calculations by Hellberg and Manousakis (1997, 1999 and
2000), on the other hand, ®nd that the critical value of J=t for phase separation
extrapolates to zero at low dopings as shown by the dashed curve in ®gure 8.7. In
these calculations, the t±J model phase separates in the parameter regime appropriate for the cuprates. For instance, at 15% hole doping the critical value of J=t is
about 0.4. The DMRG calculations ®nd that, in the physically relevant regime, the
ground state of the t±J model is striped and not phase separated (White and
Scalapino 1998a, 2000). The DMRG calculations are carried out on large lattices
with periodic boundary conditions at the long edges and open boundary conditions
at the short edges. In these calculations the phase separation occurs for J > t. For
instance, in the six-leg Hubbard ladder, the critical value of J=t is ¹ 1:4 as the doping
approaches zero, which is indicated by the arrow in ®gure 8.7.
The stripes observed in the DMRG calculations are a domain wall of holes across
which there is a p-phase shift in the AF background. According to the DMRG
calculations, the stripe formation represents an instability of the system where pairs
of bound holes combine to form domain walls. In particular, through the stripe
correlations the system reduces the frustration of the AF backgroun d and lowers the

Figure 8.7. Sketch of the phase-separation boundary for the 2D t±J model obtained from
various calculations. The solid line represents the phase-separation boundary
obtained by the high-temperature series expansion (Putikka et al. 1992). The open
circles represent the results of the GFMC calculations from Calandra et al. (1998).
The dashed line is from Hellberg and Manousakis (1997), which was also obtained by
the GFMC. The arrow indicates the DMRG result for the critical value of J=t for
phase separation on a six-leg t±J ladder in the limit of zero doping. [From Rommer
et al. (2000) by kind permission.]
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kinetic energy of the holes. However, the issue of the phase separation versus the
stripe formation in the 2D t±J model remains controversial. The role of the open
boundary conditions in producing the static stripes was questioned (Hellberg and
Manousakis 2000), and the need to have more than one pair of holes in order to see
the stripe correlations was noted (White and Scalapino 2000). The calculation of the
dynamical spin and charge susceptibilities for su ciently large t±J systems would
resolve these issues.
The possibility of stripe formation in strongly correlated systems were noted in
mean-®eld calculations of the 2D Hubbard model soon after the discovery of the
cuprates (Zaanen and Gunnarson 1989, Poilblanc and Rice 1989, Schulz 1989,
Machida 1989). There has been a surge of interest in this ®eld since the observation
of static stripe ordering in the neutron scattering experiments on
La1:6¡x Nd0:4 Srx CuO4 (Tranquada et al. 1995). Beyond mean-®eld, the nature of
the stripe correlations in the Hubbard model were studied with the DMRG and the
CPMC techniques for the 3-leg Hubbard ladder (Bonca et al. 2000). The ®ndings of
these calculations are important and they will be brie¯y described here.
The CPMC is an approximate method which projects the ground state from a
trial state as has been discussed in section 8.2. Both the DMRG and the CPMC
calculations ®nd that for U 0 6t there are static stripes in the ground state of a
12 £ 3 Hubbard lattice doped with six holes when open boundary conditions are
used. In Figures 8.8 and 8.9, the rung magnetizatio n
S z …i † ˆ

3
X

hS z …i; j †i

…8:6†

»… i † ˆ

3
X

h»…i; j †i

…8:7†

j ˆ1

and the rung hole density

j ˆ1

Figure 8.8. Rung-magnetization versus the rung location for the 12 £ 3 Hubbard lattice
doped with six holes. [From Bonca et al. (2000) by kind permission.]
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Figure 8.9. Rung-hole density versus the rung location for the 12 £ 3 Hubbard lattice doped
with six holes. [From Bonca et al. (2000) by kind permission.]

are plotted as a function of the rung location i at U ˆ 8t. Here, S z …i; j † and »…i; j † are
the spin and hole-density operators at the jth site of the ith rung. In ®gure 8.8, it is
seen that between rungs 3 and 4 the spins are ferromagnetically coupled, causing a pphase shift, and the magnetization density is small. The same occurs at rungs 9 and
10. In ®gure 8.9, it is seen that at these sites the holes form domain walls. In these
®gures the results of the unrestricted Hartree±Fock (UHF) calculations are also
shown. The UHF approximation produces results in agreement with the CPMC and
the DMRG calculations when the reduced value of U ˆ 3t is used. This behaviour is
similar in spirit to using a reduced Coulomb repulsion within RPA for the spin
susceptibility as discussed in section 3.3. It is important to note that the structure of
the stripes seen in these calculations for U 0 6t is quite similar to those found in the
three-leg t±J ladder (White and Scalapino 1998b). However, for U < 6t these
features disappear and no evidence is found for static stripes in the ground state.
In this regime, only some evidence for low-lying states with stripes is found. At weak
U=t, the density of virtual holes due to the double occupancy increases, and, it has
been noted that this might weaken the stripe correlations. At this point, it is of
interest to explore whether there is a relation between the stripe patterns which are
observed within the presence of the open boundary conditions and any possible `4kF ’
CDW correlations. It should also be noted that the CPMC method shows no
evidence for stripe correlations even at large U=t when the free-electron trial wave
function is used instead of the UHF wave function. Hence, caution is necessary in
choosing a trial wave function which is suitable for the ground state.
These results were found using open boundary conditions. The DMRG calculations are not carried out with periodic boundary conditions, but the CPMC
calculations can be. When carried out with the periodic boundary conditions on
square lattices, the CPMC calculations do not ®nd stripes in the hole and spin
densities and in the hole and spin correlation functions. This indicates that the static
stripe pattern seen in the ground state results from the open boundary conditions
breaking the translational symmetry. With the periodic boundary conditions, there
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might be low-lying states with stripe patterns but it might be di cult to detect them
numerically. Hence, whether static stripes exist in the ground state of the 2D
Hubbard model with periodic boundary conditions remains as an important open
question. Here and in section 4, it has been seen that there are similarities in the
density correlations of the t±J model and the Hubbard model with large U=t. But,
there are di erences as well.
8.5.2. Comparisons with the superconductin g correlations in the 2D t±J model
When two holes are doped into the half-®lled t±J model, they form a dx2 ¡y2 -wave
bound pair for interaction strengths relevant to the high-Tc cuprates, J=t ¹ 0:35
(Poilblanc 1993, Dagotto 1994). However, much controversy exists over what
happens when more than one pair of holes is doped. The GFMC calculations by
Calandra et al. (1998) ®nd that they form a dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting ground
state for J=t ¹ 0:35 and dopings relevant to the high-Tc cuprates. However, the
GFMC calculations by Hellberg and Manousakis (1997, 1999) ®nd that this
parameter regime lies right at the boundary for the phase separation of holes.
The DMRG calculations ®nd that in the same regime the ground state has static
stripes, and the system does not have dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting long-range order
(White and Scalapino 1998a, 1999). The fact that the static stripes compete with the
superconductivity is an important result of these calculations. However, when the
0
static stripe patterns are broken by a second-nearest-neighbou r hopping t > 0, it is
seen that the system develops long-range dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting order, and in
this regime the low-lying stripe correlations coexist with the long-range superconducting order.
Both the t±J and the Hubbard models exhibit dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations
due to the AF spin ¯uctuations. However, there are di erences between these
models, one of them being the no-double-occupanc y constraint in the t±J model.
It is possible that this constraint is more favorable of the stripe correlations and,
because of this, the one-band Hubbard or a three-band CuO2 model might have
weaker tendency for stripe formation than the t±J model (Daul et al. 2000,
Jeckelmann et al. 1998).
Whether the doped 2D Hubbard model develops static stripe patterns in the
ground state is an important issue. In the previous section, we have seen from the
QMC data that the doped 2D Hubbard model has dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations
which develop as the temperature is lowered and they are not weak correlations.
However, if indeed a static striped phase is more favored in the ground state then this
could suppress the growth of the superconducting correlations at a temperature
lower than where the QMC simulations are carried out. In this respect, the
comparison of the CPMC and the DMRG calculations for the 12 £ 3 Hubbard
lattice are useful (Bonca et al. 2000). However, further study is necessary before
reaching conclusions about the ground state of the doped 2D Hubbard model.
The results shown here emphasize the interplay of the magnetic, density and the
pairing correlations in the Hubbard and t±J models. In the cuprates, the substitution
of nonmagneti c impurities gives useful information about the interplay of these
correlations in these materials. It is known that, when substituted in place of planar
Cu, nonmagnetic impurities strongly suppress the superconducting Tc (Xiao et al.
1990) and locally enhance the AF correlations (Mahajan et al. 1994 and 2000). To
the extent that a non-magnetic impurity can be considered as a pure potential
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scatterer, these experimental data give information about the magnetic and pairing
response of these materials when perturbed in the density channel.
8.5.3. Comparisons with the 2-leg t±J ladder
The Lanczos calculations on the 2-leg t±J ladder showed that this system, which
has a spin gap in the insulating state, can exhibit superconducting correlations upon
doping (Dagotto et al. 1992a). The mean-®eld calculations noted the dx2 ¡y2 -like
structure of the superconducting pairs in the t±J ladder (Gopalan et al. 1994). The
DMRG calculations on long t±J ladders established that in the ground state there
are power-law decaying superconducting correlations (Hayward et al. 1995).
Dagotto and Rice (1996) have reviewed the properties of n-leg spin-1=2 ladders
and made comparisons with various ladder compounds.
There are di erences in the nature of the dx2 ¡y2 -like superconducting correlations
seen in the t±J and the Hubbard ladders. For instance, in the Hubbard ladder for
t? =t ¹ 1:0, the superconducting correlations are weak, and the pair-®eld correlation
¡
function D …`† decays as ` 2 , which is like the U ˆ 0 case (Noack et al. 1994). Only
when the distribution of the single-particle spectral weight is such that it can make
use of the momentum structure in GI , does the system exhibit strong pairing
correlations. On the other hand, in the isotropic t±J ladder, the system has strong
¡
pairing correlations. For instance, D…`† decays approximatel y as ` 1 for hni ˆ 0:8
ˆ
and J=t 1 (Hayward et al. 1995). In addition, Schulz (1999) has shown that D…`†
¡
decays as ` 1=2 in the limit hni ! 1. Hence, for isotropic hopping the t±J ladder has
stronger pairing correlations compared with the Hubbard ladder. Probably, this is
related to the fact that in the t±J model the exchange term J, which is an e ective
attractive interaction between the nearest-neighbou r antiparallel spins, is introduced
by hand. On the other hand, in the Hubbard model, the e ective attractive
interaction which is responsible for the pairing is generated by the onsite Coulomb
repulsion through higher-order many-body processes only when the system has the
suitable conditions.
8.6. Implications for dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing in the cuprates
The presence of dx2 ¡y2 pairing correlations in the Hubbard model and the nature
of the e ective interaction mediating it are issues which are of interest for studying
high temperature superconductivity in the cuprates. This is so, especially after it
became clear that the superconducting gap function in the high Tc cuprates is of the
dx2 ¡y2 -wave type. Within this context, an enormous amount of research has been
carried out on this model.
In this article, the numerical studies of dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing in the Hubbard model
have been reviewed. The Monte Carlo simulations have shown the presence of the
dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations in the Hubbard model, even though su ciently low
temperatures, where long-range order could establish, have not been reached. For
U=t ˆ 4 and at the temperatures where the simulations are carried out, the values of
the dx2 ¡y2 -wave eigenvalues of the particle±particle Bethe±Salpeter equation are in
agreement with the FLEX calculations. When carried out at low temperatures, the
FLEX calculations ®nd Tc ’s of order 0:025t. Since t is estimated to be about 0:45 eV
for a single-band model of the cuprates (Hybertson et al. 1990), this value of the Tc
corresponds to ¹ 130 K. This is a high value re¯ecting the electronic energy scales of
the model. Furthermore, the comparison of the FLEX and the QMC data suggests
that the pairing could be stronger for U ˆ 8t. However, these are only mean-®eld
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estimates for a possible Kosterlitz±Thouless transition and, in fact, the ground state
of the doped 2D Hubbard model is not known. It might be that an additional
parameter needs to be tuned in order to create optimum conditions for dx2 ¡y2 -wave
superconductivity in two dimensions. For instance, in the 2-leg ladder case, it was
0
necessary to tune t? =t. In this respect, the second-nearest-neighbou r hopping t may
play a role for the enhancement of the dx2 ¡y2 pairing in the 2D system, as t? does for
the 2-leg ladder. It is also possible that a three-band CuO2 model with onsite
Coulomb repulsion at the Cu and O sites o ers additional degrees of freedom for
creating more favourable conditions for pairing.
The QMC results reviewed here show that the short-range AF correlations are
responsible for the dx2 ¡y2 pairing correlations in the 2D Hubbard model. These
results also suggest that e ects which enhance the magnitude of
GIs …q ¹ …p; p†; i!m ˆ 0† and the single-particle spectral weight near the …p; 0† and
the …0; p† points of the Brillouin zone act to enhance the dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting
correlations. Clearly, other e ects which enhance dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing can exist.
Exploring these possibilities is an active research ®eld.

9. Summary and conclusions
In this paper, the numerical studies of the 2D and the 2-leg Hubbard models have
been reviewed. For the 2D Hubbard model, data from the QMC simulations have
been shown. These data represent what has been obtained over the years in
the parameter regime allowed by the sign problem. For the 2-leg Hubbard ladder,
the QMC results at ®nite temperatures and the DMRG data on the ground state
have been shown.
Here, the emphasis has been placed on the dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconducting
correlations observed in the Hubbard model. In order to develop an understanding
of the origin of these correlations, results on the spin, charge and the single-particle
excitations have been shown along with the data on the particle±particle and the
particle-hole interactions. The observation of the short-range AF ¯uctuations by
the NMR and the neutron scattering experiments, and the unusual single-particle
spectrum seen in the ARPES data are properties which support using a Hubbard
framework for studying the pairing correlations of the cuprates.
In the 2D Hubbard model, upon hole doping the long-range AF order is
destroyed and the system exhibits short-range AF correlations. The maximumentropy analysis of the QMC data shows that the AF and the Coulomb correlations
strongly a ect the single-particle properties. In particular, it has been seen that, as
the strength of U=t increases, signi®cant amount of single-particle weight remains
pinned near the Fermi level at the …p; 0† and …0; p† points of the Brillouin zone. These
generate phase space for scatterings in the dx2 ¡y2 -wave BCS channel. The results on
the particle±particle and the particle±hole irreducible interactions have been also
presented. It has been seen that, for U ˆ 4t, a properly-renormalize d single spin¯uctuation exchange interaction can describe the momentum, the Matsubarafrequency and the temperature dependence of the e ective-particle±particle
interaction. This means that, for these values of U=t and T=t, the attraction in the
dx2 ¡y2 channel is mediated by the AF spin ¯uctuations.
The DMRG results on the 2-leg ladder, which have been presented in section 7
are important. These calculations represent the ®rst example where a purely repulsive
onsite interaction leads to superconducting correlations which are enhanced over the
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noninteracting (U ˆ 0) case in the ground state of a bulk system. For certain values
of t? =t and in the intermediate coupling regime, this model exhibits enhanced powerlaw dx2 ¡y2 -like superconducting correlations. The QMC simulations for this system
show that the e ective particle±particle interaction GI peaks at …p; p† momentum
transfer and, in addition, the dx2 ¡y2 pairing correlations are strongest when there is
signi®cant amount of single-particle spectral weight near the Fermi level at the …p; 0†
and …0; p† points in the Brillouin zone. In this way the system makes optimum use of
the momentum structure in GI for dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing.
These data were also compared with various other approaches to the Hubbard
model, such as the diagrammatic FLEX approximation, the variational and the
projector Monte Carlo simulations, the dynamical cluster approximation and the
one-loop RG calculations. In addition, the similarities and the di erences between
the t±J model and the Hubbard model were brie¯y discussed. The implications for
the dx2 ¡y2 -wave superconductivity seen in the cuprates were also noted.
It is di cult to reach conclusions about the strongly correlated systems. Nevertheless, here, the following conclusions are given:
(1) An onsite Coulomb repulsion can lead to superconducting correlations which
are enhanced with respect to the non-interacting (U ˆ 0) case in the ground
state of a bulk system. This is proven for the case of the 2-leg Hubbard
ladder.
(2) The 2D Hubbard model exhibits dx2 ¡y2 -wave pairing correlations which grow
as the temperature is lowered in the parameter regime where the QMC
simulations are carried out. The fastest growing pairing correlations occur in
the singlet dx2 ¡y2 -wave channel. These correlations are not weak.
(3) The QMC simulations also ®nd that the e ective pairing interaction in the
2D and the 2-leg Hubbard models in the intermediate coupling regime and at
temperatures greater than or of order J=2 is consistent with the spin¯uctuation exchange approximation.
(4) Two factors which create optimum conditions for dx2 ¡y2 pairing in the
Hubbard model are enhanced single-particle spectral weight at the Fermi
level near the …p ; 0† and …0; p† points in the Brillouin zone and large weight in
the e ective pairing interaction GI at large momentum transfers. Clearly,
there can be other ways of enhancing the dx2 ¡y2 pairing correlations.
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Appendix A
The results shown in sections 3 through 7 of this review were obtained with the
determinantal QMC and the DMRG techniques. Here, these two approaches to the
many-body problem will be described brie¯y.
A.1. Determinantal QMC technique
The determinantal QMC algorithm used in obtaining the QMC data shown here
is described by White et al. (1989b). Reviews of this technique have been given by
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Scalapino (1993) and Muramatsu (1999). The basic idea of this approach is due to
Blankenbecler, Scalapino and Sugar (1981). Here, the purpose is to calculate the
expectation value of an operator O at ®nite temperature T in the grand canonical
ensemble,
hOi ˆ 1 Tr O exp …¡ H †
Z

…A 1 †

Z ˆ Tr exp …¡ H †:

…A 2 †

where

It is convenient to take the Hubbard hamiltonian as H ˆ K ‡ V where
X y
X
…ci¼ cj¼ ‡ h:c:† ¡ ·
…ni" ‡ ni# †
K ˆ ¡t
hij i;¼

and
V ˆU

i

X³
i

1
n i" ¡
2

´³

´
1
¡
ni#
:
2

…A 3 †

…A 4 †

After discretizing the inverse temperature into L time slices,  ˆ LD½, the Trotter
approximation is used to rewrite the partition function as
Z ˆ Tr exp …¡LD½ H † 

L

Tr ‰exp …¡D½ V † exp …¡D½ K †Š :

…A :5†

Next, the interaction term V, which is quartic in the fermion operators, is reduced to
a bilinear form with the Hubbard-Stratonovic h transformation
exp…¡D½U=4† X
exp‰¡D½U …ni" ¡ 1=2†…ni# ¡ 1=2†Š ˆ
exp‰¡D½ Si` ¶…ni" ¡ ni# †Š
2
Si` ˆ§1

…A 6 †

where cosh …¶D½ † ˆ exp …UD½ =2†. Here, at each lattice site i and for each time slice `,
an Ising spin Si` ˆ §1 is used for the decoupling. This form of the HubbardStratonovich decoupling was introduced by Hirsch (1985). After integrating out the
fermion degrees of freedom, the partition function is given by
X
"
#
…A 7 †
Zˆ
det M …fS i` g† det M …fSi` g† ;
fSi` g

where
M ¼ …fSi` g† ˆ I ‡ B¼L B¼L¡1 . . . B¼1

…A 8 †

B¼` ˆ exp ‰¡ ¼D½¸ …`†Š exp …¡ D½ k†

…A 9 †

and

with electron spin ¼ ˆ §1. Here, the summation is over all con®gurations fSi` g of
the Ising ®elds, I is the N £ N unit matrix, B¼` ’s are N £ N matrices where
¸ …`†ij ˆ ¯ij Si` and k is the matrix representation of the kinetic energy operator,
equation (A 3). Similar expressions can be obtained for the expectation value hOi.
y
For instance, the equal-time single-particle correlation function hcj¼ cj 0 ¼ i can be
expressed as
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X
0
"
#
hcj¼ cyj 0 i ˆ 1
G¼ … j; j ; fSi` g† det M …fSi` g† det M …fSi`g†;
¼
Z fSi` g
where

…A 10†

h
i
0
¼ ¼
¼ †¡1
…
f
g†
ˆ
…
‡
G¼ j; j ; Si`
I BL BL¡1 . . . B1
0:

…A 11†

hcj¼ cyj 0 i ˆ hG¼ … j; j 0 ; fSi` g†iP

…A 12†

jj

The summation over the Ising spin variables in equation (A 10) is evaluated using
Monte Carlo sampling techniques. In this way, equation (A 10) becomes
¼

where h. . .iP is evaluated by averaging over spin con®gurations fSi` g generated with
the probability distribution
P…fSi` g† ˆ

1
"
#
det M …fSi` g† det M …fSi` g†:
Z

…A 13†

0
Similarly, the time-dependent single-particle Green’s function hcj¼ …½ †cj 0 ¼ …½ †i is
0
0
calculated by averaging G¼ … j; ½; j ; ½ ; fSi`g†, which can also be expressed in terms
of B¼` ’s.
The Hubbard±Stratonovich transformation maps the interacting fermion problem on the 2D lattice to that of non-interacting fermions in a random Ising ®eld on a
3D lattice, the third dimension being the imaginary time axis ½ . At this stage, for a
given spin con®guration fSi` g, the Wick’s theorem applies to the higher order
correlation functions. Hence, the higher-order correlation functions can be obtained
by averaging over the products of the single-particle propagators in random Ising
®elds. For instance, the two-particle correlation function

hT c" …i4 ; ½4 †c# …i3 ; ½3 †cy# …i2 ; ½2 †cy" …i1 ; ½1 †i;

…A 14†

which is used in extracting the particle±particle reducible interaction G in section 6,
can be obtained from
hG" …i4 ; ½4 ; i1 ; ½1 ; fSi` g†G# …i3 ; ½3 ; i2 ; ½2 ; fSi` g†iP :
…A 15†
hni ˆ 1,
For
the
product
of
the
fermion
determinants,
" …f
#
g†
det M S i` det M …fSi` g†, is positive. However, away from half-®lling and for
U > 0, this product is not positive for all con®gurations fSi` g. In this case, one can
use the probability distribution
jdet M " …fSi` g† det M # …fSi`g†j
P~…fSi` g† ˆ P
;
"
#
fSi` g jdet M …fSi` g† det M …fSi` g†j

in order to calculate the expectation value hOi with
h …f g†
…f g†i
hOi ˆ O Si` sign Si` P~ :
hsign …fSi` g†iP~

…A 16†

…A 17†

"
#
Here, sign …fSi` g† is the sign of det M …fSi` g† det M …fSi` g† and the average h. . .iP~ is
calculated with the probability distribution P~. The denominator in equation (A 17),
hsigni ² hsign …fSi` g†iP~ ;
…A 18†

becomes small when the number of con®gurations with positive signs is close to that
with the negative signs. It has been shown that away from half-®lling hsigni decreases
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exponentially as T decreases (Loh et al. 1990). This causes large statistical errors in
hOi and it is the cause of the sign problem. The temperature and the doping regime
of the 2D Hubbard model which cannot be studied with QMC because of the sign
problem is shown at the end of section 6. In spite of the sign problem, useful
information has been extracted about the 2D and the 2-leg Hubbard models with
QMC simulations. Currently, the search for ways of removing the sign problem is an
important ®eld of study. Improvements in the sign problem which decreases the
temperatures accessible to QMC simulations by even a factor of two would be
valuable.
A.2. DMRG technique
The DMRG technique which was invented by White represents a signi®cant
development in the application of the renormalization group ideas to interacting
lattice models (White 1992 and 1993). Currently, it is the numerical method of choice
for studying the ground state properties of quasi-1D interacting systems. The brief
discussion of this technique given here follows closely that of White (1993). For
simplicity, the following discussion will be for a 1D lattice.
One of the di erences between the DMRG and the standard real-space RG
approach is in the treatment of the boundary conditions in the basic blocking
procedure. In the standard approach for a ®nite 1D system, the chain is broken into
®nite blocks B` of ` sites. Here, ®rst the Hamiltonian for two identical blocks is
diagonalized and then the lowest eigenstates are kept to form a new approximate
0
Hamiltonian describing a larger block B2` with 2` sites. This procedure is illustrated
in ®gure A.1 (a). White and Noack (1992) have shown that this way of blocking
introduces large errors for a model of a free particle on a 1D lattice because of the
way the boundary conditions are treated during the blocking. In the standard RG
scheme, neglecting the connection of the two blocks to the neighboring blocks
corresponds to setting the wave function of the particle to 0 outside of the blocks.
Consequently, the low lying states from the previous iteration cause a `kink` in the
0
wave function in the middle of the enlarged block B2` . Hence, in order accurately to
0
represent the states of block B2` , it is necessary to use almost all of the states of block
B` , and any truncation of these states introduces large errors in the RG process.
White and Noack have noted that using a combination of boundary conditions

(a)

(b)

Figure A.1. (a) Standard blocking scheme used for real-space RG for a 1D system. Here,
the Hamiltonian for two blocks B` each with ` sites is diagonalized and truncated to
0
form an approximate Hamiltonian for the new block B2` with 2` sites. (b) DMRG
blocking scheme for a ®nite 1D system using a superblock which is composed of
0
blocks B` and BR
` , and two additional sites in between. Here, ®rst the Hamiltonian
for the superblock is diagonalized and the density matrix is formed for the enlarged
0
0
block B`‡1 . The Hamiltonian for block B`‡1 is then expressed in a reduced basis
composed of the leading eigenstates of this density matrix. In the next iteration, the
0
block B`‡1 replaces B` .
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during the blocking ®xes this de®ciency for a free particle on a 1D lattice. They have
also shown that an alternative approach is to use a superblock which is composed of
more than two blocks. In this way, two of the blocks in the superblock are used to
form a larger block for the next iteration while the e ect of the other blocks is to
apply a variety of boundary conditions. The DMRG technique uses a superblock
during the RG iteration, which is illustrated in ®gure A.1 (b) for a 1D lattice of L
0
sites. This superblock is composed of two blocks with ` and ` ˆ L ¡ ` ¡ 2 sites and
two additional sites in the middle, which can be considered as additional blocks. The
block B` and its neighbouring lattice site are called the `system’, while the rest of the
superblock is called the `environment’. With each iteration, the system block gets
enlarged by one lattice site.
Another novel feature of the DMRG technique is the use of the density matrices
to choose the states which are to be kept during the iteration (White 1992 and 1993).
In the standard RG approach, the lowest m eigenstates of the Hamiltonian for two
blocks is used in forming the truncated Hamiltonian for the larger block, as
illustrated in ®gure A.1 (a). This would be a reasonable approximation for a model
where the coupling between the blocks is weak. However, for an interacting system
such as the Hubbard model, each block is strongly coupled to its environment. In
this case, White has shown that it is better to use during the truncation the
eigenstates of the density matrix of the system, and, in fact, the optimal states to
be kept are the eigenvectors of the density matrix of the system with the largest
eigenvalues. The use of the superblock and the density matrix formulation are the
important new ideas used by the DMRG technique.
At this point, the DMRG algorithm for a ®nite 1D lattice can be summarized as
follows. (1) The ®rst step is to diagonalize the Hamiltonian for the superblock, which
is illustrated in ®gure A.1 (b), using exact diagonalization techniques in order to ®nd
the ground state Áij . Here, the index i refers to the system part of the lattice and j
0
refers to the environment. (2) Next, the reduced density matrix for block B`‡1 is
calculated by tracing over the environment,
X
…A 19†
»ii 0 ˆ
Áij Á*i 0 j ;
j

0

and then » is diagonalized. (3) At this stage, the Hamiltonian for B`‡1 can be
transformed to a reduced basis which consists of the m leading eigenstates of ».
Typically a few hundred eigenstates of » are kept. (4) In the next iteration, this
0
approximate Hamiltonian for B`‡1 is used in place of the Hamiltonian for B` .
With this procedure, the system block is built up by adding one lattice site at a
time as the iteration continues from one end of the lattice to the other. With each
sweep through the lattice, a better approximation is obtained for the Hamiltonian of
the block B` . In addition, during the sweeps, the Hamiltonians of the system blocks
from the previous sweep are used as the Hamiltonians for the environment blocks.
0
For 1D lattices, re¯ections of B` can be used in place of BR
` in order to build up the
superblock to the proper size during the ®rst sweep. In order to extend this algorithm
to 2D, a row of neighbouring sites can be added to the system block at each iteration,
or a single site can be added using a connected 1D path through the 2D lattice. For
0
higher dimensional lattices, an empty environment block BR
` is used in the ®rst
sweep.
The DMRG technique is more accurate when the number of connections
between the system and the environment blocks is minimized. Hence, usually open
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boundary conditions are employed. When periodic boundary conditions are used,
the accuracy decreases. For 2D lattices, the accuracy of DMRG also decreases as a
function of the width of the lattice. However, if a larger number of the eigenstates of
» are kept during the truncation, the accuracy of the algorithm increases. Finally, the
DMRG is most accurate for large U and least accurate for U ˆ 0.
With this technique, various equal-time correlation functions for the 2-leg
Hubbard ladder have been calculated on lattices up to 2 £ 32 in size (Noack et al.
1996). For the 3-leg Hubbard ladder there are DMRG data for a 3 £ 12 lattice
(Bonca et al. 2000). For the t±J model, larger systems can be studied with this
technique. In this case, 2D clusters up to 28 £ 8 in size have been studied using
cylindrical boundary conditions (White and Scalapino 1998a). Currently, the
DMRG technique is used in a wide variety of ®elds, and the e orts to develop
new algorithms to study larger clusters continues. In addition, there is continuing
work to extend the DMRG technique in order to calculate the dynamical correlation
functions.
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